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Illinois
State Board:of
Education .

100 North First Street
E Springfield, Illinois 62777'

217/782-4321

!)

Dear Friends of Educati8n:

.

Edward Copeland. Chairman Donald G
Statelkard of/ducation State Superintendent of Education

,

anuary 21:1983

Durimg the past eighteen month's,. the,5tale Board of Education has been
engaged in two major study activities: the development of a 'definifibn Of
choOling and an analysiS of.state mandates regarding special education,

bilingual education, driver education,, physical eduCation, and the
instructional program in elementary and secondary schools.

The final staff recommendations on-these projects, contained in-the attached
report, were presented to the Board's Planning and Policy Committee,on
January 12, 1983. Prior to the Committee's decision and recommendations .to
the full Board, there will be two public hearings and a final recommendation
from the State Superintendent.

The hearings are scheduled at the following dates, times and locations:

Wednesday, February 9, 1983 -- 1:00 - 6:00 p.m..
State Board Room, 4th Floor-, 100 North First, Springfield

Wednesday, February 23, 1983 -- 1:00 - 6:00 p.m.
Buckingham Room,Room, Americana-Cdngress Hotel, Chicago-

During the previous mandates hearings, it came to our attention, that the
usual hearing arrangements often proved burdensome for working parents, whO
found it,difficult to give up a major part of the day's work- in order to
sign-in at the scheduled time., Therefore, in an attempt tofletter
accommodate these parents. and others with similar problems, 1.e are reserving
the period from 3:30-6:00 p.m. at each hearing for testimony froparents
and other individuals. Sign -in for this part of the herring wiji begin at
3:00 p,m. on each date, and testimony will be taken in the order. of sign-in.

We are asking that all testimony from official representatiVes
organizations and local school districts 'he 'Presented in the rieribd from
1:00-3:30 p.m. For this parit of the. hearing, organization and school
district representatives may. pre-register by calling Judy Carmody at
217/782-4338 or sign-in at the hearing, beginning at 12:30 p.m. on each
date. Testimony will, be taken in the order of pre-registration; for those
who do not pre-register, it will be taken in the order of sign-in at the
hearing, following those who have pre-registered.

188 West Rondolph
Chicago W.410,5.60601
312/793 2220

ArcEquel Opporromty/AffIrmellye AcPon Employer

Southern Illinois Regional Office
First Bank and Trust Building
Suite 214. 123 South 10th Street
Mt Vernon, Illinois 62864
618/242 -1676



To ens47-e21that there is enough time for all interested parties to be heard,

we are asking that there be only one official representative front ach

organization or school district.

The testimony at the eight hearings on the preliminary reco endations'
yielded much valuable information on the methodology and re earch data used

by staff in the analysis of the /mandates. This information \was useful in

the preparation of the staff's final recommendations. At these final

hearings, the Board is particularly interested in testimody which bears
primarily on the content of .these final recommendations. .

Testimony will be limited to notimore than five minutes. Persons presenting
testimony should prepare their remarks in writing and have copies available
for distribution., 'Since this is a hearing of the full Board, we will need P

20 copies ortheT'emfrks.

The Board will also accept written testimony fn lieu of a presentation at
these hearings. Written commentiary of any length should be sent to Mrs.
Judy Carmody, Illinois State BOard of Education, 100 North First,
Springfield, Illinois 62777, not later than February 21, 1983.

Final recommendations from the State Superintendent will be given to the
01anning and Policy Committee subsequent to the hearings. After action by.
the Committee, the full Board will make its decision. It is expected that
this action will take'place at,the last Boardmeeting in March.

If you have any questions about these hearings, please contact the $tate
Board office, 117/782-9560. We look forward to your reactions to these very,
important recommendations and to your continuing assistance in the
improvement if elementary and secondary education in Illinois.

Sincerely

BJS/02P9j

W.

Edward Copeland
Chairman
Illinois State Board of Education



STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION

Hearings on Phase I Mandates Studies and Definition of Schooling

Hearing I

Wednesday, February 9, 1983

State Board Room, 4th Floor
100 North First Street
Springfield, Illinois

- 3:30 p.m.
.1

1:00 - 6100 p.m.

Presentations by official representatives of organizationsand

school dqtricts
Official representatives may pre-register by calling

217/782-4338
- Sign-in for those not pre-registered will begin at 12:30 p,m.

3:30. -'6:00 p.m.

- Presentations'by the general public
Sign-in for order of presentation will begin at 3:00 p.m. and

continue throughout the rest of the hearing

Hearing II

Wednesday, 'February 23, 1983 1:00 - 6:00 p.m.

Buckingham Room
Americana-Congress Hotel
Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois.

1:00 - 3:30 p.m.

- ,Presentations by official representatives o'f organizations and

school districts
Official representatives may pre-register by calling

217/782-4338
Sign-in for those not pre-registered will begin at 12:30 p.m.

3:30 - 6:00 p.m.

- Presentations by the general public
Sign-in for order of presentation will begin at 3:00 .p.m. and

continue throughout the rest of the hearing

4114ten testimony presented in lieu of attendance at hearings should be

sent to the following address not later than February'21, 1983:'

Mrs. Judy Carmody
Illinois State Board of Education
100rNorth First Street
Springfield, Illinois 62777
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FOREWORD

(..,During the past eighteen months, the Illinois State Board of Education has
been engaged in two major. study activities: the development of a definition
of schooling and an analysis of mandates adopted by the state regarding
special education, bilingual education, and the instructional program
(including driver education and physical education) in elementary and
secondary schools.

--`\,_
The decision of the Board to develop a working definition of schooling was
made in the spring of 1981. At that time, the State Board determined that
its responsibilities for establishing policy regarding elementary and
secondary education in Illinois required not only consideration of current
issues but also long-range planning -- the initiation of activities which
would enable the Board to anticipate and respond to the issues of the
future. The development of a working definition of schooling, which could
be used as a template for the Board's consideration of various policy
issues, was identified as an appropriate first step in this long -range
planning effort.

To this end, the Board held a series of seminars featuring presentations by
distinguished educators: Roald Campbell, Diane Ravitch, Michael Bakalis,
Michael Annison, John Goodlad, Theodore Sifer, and Adrienne Bailey., In

addition, the Board was provided with State Superintendent Donald Gill's
personal perspective on schooling. (Transcripts of these presentations are
available through the State Board office.) These activities concluded on
December 8, 1982 with a summary discussion among Board members.

The State Board study of mandates also had its genesis in the spring of
1981. At that time, the federal government's emphasis on deregulation and
Governor Thompson's westioning of educational mandates in Illinois resulted
in concern on the part of the Board that action to change the mandates might
occur precipitously and without proper regard for the educational welfare of
Illinois students. The Board therefore adopted a three-phase study plan,
not to demandate, but rather to conduct a fundamental reappraisal of the
adequacy and appropriateness of all mandates placed by the state on .

elementary and secondary. education: This study plan focused on the
following questions:

1. What desirable condition or outcome is called for{ by the mandate?

2. Is there evidence that in the absence of the mandate, the condition
or outcome will not be achieved?

3. As presently defined, does (can) thglmandate yield the desired
result? ,

4. Could the mandate be define0, and/or implemented differently and
yield the desired result?

5. Does the mandate reflect a compelling state interest?



Phase,I of the mandate study project called for analysis of the mandates in
five areas: special education, bilingual education, driver education,
physical education, and the instructional program in elementary and
secondary schools. (Whase II studies are transportation, school day/school
year, compulsory attendance, immunization/health examination and student
records; Phase III studies will include the recognition and supervision
process, personnel qualifications, and other topics to be determined.)
Staff reports and,preliminary recommendations on each of the Phase I topics
were followed by extensive public commentary (a total of eight public
hearings,/ meetings with various interest groups, and numerous written
statements) and additional research.o,These activities concluded-with a
staff analysis of the testimony and, on December 8, 1982, -a general review
and discussion of the mandates by the. State Board's.Eanning and Policy

Committee..

Although these two projectt were initially designed as'separate activities;
the work on each has shown that an inextricable relationship exists between
and among the five mandate studies and betWeen these studies and the
development of a definition of schooling. As a consequence of that finding,
this report joins the two projects and provides findings, conclusions and
final staff recommendations for both.

This, report is presented in five sections. The Overview of the Studies
provides the staff's impressions regarding the purposes served by the
studies and sets the context for the ensuing discussions. The section
Schooling and the Mandates presents (1) the staff's findings and conclusions
regarding a working definition of schooling for use by the Illinois State
Board of Education and (2) the major generalizations derived from an
aggregate analysit of the five mandate studies. The Recommendations section

contains the staff's final recommendations on the Instructional Program,
Driver Education, Physical Education, Special Education, and Bilingual
Education mandates, notes how and why there are differences between these
and the previously'disseminated "Preliminary Recommendations,' and provides
several general recommendations, including the staff proposal for a "draft
working definition of schooling". Finally, the Summary of Action
Recommendations offers a qoncise presentation of recommendations from

the previou,s- sections.

f

ThXnext step in the process is- to preient these recommendations to the
State Board's Planning and Policy Committee. Following committee
consideration, the committee recommendations will be presented to the full

Board for discussion with the State Superintendent, further public
commentary and final action.

It is anticipated that the Board's action will result in legislative
proposal's for the 1983 legislative session, as well as some substantial
restructuring of the relevant administrative regulations which govern school
programs in Illinois.

El



OVERVIEW OF THE STUDIES

When the State Board of Education began'its consideration of the appropriate

definition of schooling and its coifiprehensive study of the state's education

mandates, it set in motion systematic proCesses which have served several

important purposes.

First, the recommendations derived from the mandates studies, singly and

collectively, are consistent with the legislative requirement that

The Board shall recomMend.the passage and the legislation necessary to

determine the .appropriate relationship between the Board and lqcal
boards of education and the various State agencies and shall recommend
desirable modifications in the laws which affect schools. (The School

Code, Section 1 -y-- ,

From this perspecti ei ittcan be seen that the studies now completed have a

natural- and necessa y/focus on delineating an appropriate role for the state

in. the development of legitlation.and regulation affecting education.
Indeed, the completed studies and those tocome -- will form a major
basis for a comprehensive ditermination of the state's role in these areas-.

A second purpose of the studies,-one which is closely related to the first,

has been to provide a framework for the analysis of mandates. In the

absence of any preexisting criteria, for considering mandates, the Board

adopted the five questions identified in the Foreword to this report,
requiring their application to all mandates. These questions have provided

a consistent and comprehensive approach to the task of analysis.

A third and historically unprecedented purpose of the studies has been to
enable the State Board to'consider the aggregate effect of state mandates,
related to the instructional plrogram for elementary and secondary students.
Two unanticipated benefits derived from the breadth of,the mandate studies

and their review in the context of the development of a working definition

of schooling. One was the opportunity to develop a perspective that could

not have been gleaned from any one of the studies undertaken separately.. As

a consequence, a number of elements have been discerned which have become
subjects for recommendations which go beyond the individual-studies. The

second was the opportunity to understand the extent to whichthese issues

affect and are affected by other issues such as the-length of the school

day; teacher qua)ification requirements, and the impact of societal changes.

A fourth purpose served by these studies hasbeen to enable the State Board

to identify statutes and regulations which: do rot achieve the purposes for

which they were originally designed; inhibit schools from providing
appropriate educational services; and obscure the state's priorities for

public education. The studies have dramaticallydocumented the extent to
which Mandates have been developed without sufficlent regard for their

impact upon the ability of schools and the state tp achieve important

educational purposes.
1

,
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Finally, these mandate study activities have served to focus public'
discussion_ about the purposes of schools. At the outset of this process, 44/
the State 'board of Education determined that these studies should serve the
purpose of generating widespread public discussion of the issues raised.by
state mandates in general and the issues,eonclusions and recommendations of
each study. To this end, the Board's Planning and Policy Comniittee asked
that each study be widely distributed and- conducted,public hearings on each
of the completed studies.

In the history of the State Board of Education, no set of public hearings,
and there have been many, has generated as extensive and detailed a response,
from the public as have the hearings on the first five mandate studies. The
testimony was characterized by 'a heartfelt expression of-concern for and

commitment to the welfare of the children in public schools. The written
and verbal testimony \was often comprehenSive and detailed, thoughtful,
pertinent and extremely useful in suggestingquestiOns for further .

consideration and al ternatives to. the preliminary recommendations under
review.

Testimony received ranged from those who viewed any significant reduction in
mandates as a serious threat to vitally needed and'hard-won services for
children, to those who viewed the elimination or reduction of mandates as
providing an opportunity for better del ivery of services to children.
Testimony was presented .on behalf of many organizations and clearly,
reflected the interests of their respective constituencies.

Regardless of their reactions to the recommendations, a significant majority
of respondents praised the State Board's study of nfandates, the information
provided in the written reports and the opportunity to offer comment-. Many_
respondents felt that the analysis of mandates was long overdue. They
indicated that the despsiption of the deyelopment of program mandates
provid9d a clear picturerof the develbpment of the state's activity in
education during the past century.

The final staff recommendations -on mandates pre-sented in this paper have
be-en developed after a careful and thorough consideration of the testimony
and other discussion of the preTiminary reports, It is noteworthy that in
several instances the review "as resulted in modification of the preliminary
staff recommendations.

In the Board's initial discussions of Ong -range planning, the emphasis was
on activities which could seek to identify the contditions a d events that
would be affecting edu tion in the future. It wts soon ognized that it
was necessary to discus perceptions of the purPoses of e ucation in _order
to provide a more defi itive basis for deciding what con`ditions should
affect education.

The discussions revealed a variety of perceptions that were derived from
historical, academic, sociological, and political considerations. As a way
of refining the discussion, the idea offered in one seminar was that
discussion should -focus on the distinction betyieen schooling and education.

r
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:IFurther, it was determined that priority should be 9ven to defining
,sctooling in order to provide a template.for assessing priorities among the

multitude of present and possible future demands on edycation.

Subse-quently, it became a arent that anrhistorical review of the tasks ik
assigned to."schools would 'e . helpful in developing a definition of schooling
and, that such a, definitione, would both complement and enhance the Board's
study:-of state mandates. ..

A brief summary of 'Elie history and rationale- which forms the basis of the
"istaff's,working definition Of, schooling opens the following section of this

report.



SCHOOLING AND THE MANDATES

4, t
r

4

From the beginning of thi0fountry, the American_people have had a deep
belief in and commitment tblrOchOoling. One of the first actions taken-by
the settlers" in each araof he new nation was ,t,o' establiSh schools for .

. their children, andduriC the'ensuilg two hundred years, schooling has been

y
made availablefor all

Ch kdr
;? fr

thi'644blhe.establishment of a. ' ,

publicly- supported school ea. Moreover, school attendance has been made
compulsory, with the result that schooling (either public, or nonpublic) is
one of the few experiences common to virtually all,ghildren. Schools. have .

become the primary institution responsible 'for education.
.

1

Because of the strong Americtn commitment to education'as a.means,for
achieving virtually any per4nal or civic goer4 the nation's schoOls have
been assigned a vajety,of functions, No of which have not dhtnged through
history. ,;)

The first traditional function has been that of developing basicreading,
writing and arithmetit skills. Since the Puritans in Massachusetts
established their schools in 1642,'. this fUnctton has been fundamental.

The second basic function of the schools haS been to transmit the values and
knowledge associated with a democractic society. From the founding of the
nation, schools have been expected to provide children and youth'with the
knowledge and skills which would enable them to function effectively in a
democracy, This-included a knowledge of the history of the country and of
its forme governance.

Beginning late in the 19th century, and accelerating in the decades since
1950, schools have been asked to address a multitude of additional
functions. Some.of these functions had previously been a responsibility of
other institutions, such as the family, church, and workplace. Others-
emerged from concerns in health and law enforcement; in broad terms, these
added responsibilities included, among others, nutrition, immunization,
health, ,rd drug and alcohol abuse.

Other educational tasks assigned to the schools have been vocational
training, driver education, consumer education, global education, careey
education, sex education, parent education, ethnic education, and peace
education.

Among the consequences have been the following:

1.- With the assignment of this panoply of tasks, the specific and unique.
role which schools had served became ambiguous-and confused..

2. Schools assumed more responsibility with little increase in the'time
children, and youth were in their care.

1 3
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3. During the very period when these tasks were added, criticisms of the
schools' effectiveness in meeting-their traditional responsibilities
.escalated. .

141 sum,' -there has been a gradual but steady blurring of the state's view of
fundamental educational purposes, accompanied by a growing diffusjon of '.

resources and increasing. constraints on local flexibility in delivering

services.

GiVen this situation, and in light of the discussions held during:the past
year, he staff suggests a working definition of schooling whichlWillserve
to keepthese issueSin the foreiront of the Board's-consideration.as.-it
develops policy and makes. decisins. T. be useful and understandable, the
definition should be'relatively brief -7,SoMe would say decePtiVeAy short --
and specific as to the unique Or primary purpose. which schobls should h'av'e.

'The definition should also recognize the relationship of schooling to
education, to schools as institutions, and to other social agencies'.

The staff believes that a working definition should consist of the following:

1. Schooling is a format process which has as its primary purpose the
systema'ic transmission of knowledge and culture, whereby children
learn. in areas fundamental to theircontinuing development.

2.' These fundaMental area of-learning are the language arts,
mathematics, sciences, social'sciences (history, government,
geography and economics); the fine arts, and physical development
and health.

3. Although schools have a shared interest with other agencies and
institutions, in the education of children and youth, these shared
responsibilities, as important as they may be, are subordinate to
the primary'purpose of tchooling.

TheMana-tes

The mandates addressed in this phase of the overall mandate§ study are, in

the words of the Executive Director of the'Illinois Association of Schbol

Boards, "the essence of education:" Collectively, thete mandates specify ...

the minimum instructional program of'the public schOols-andAhe
modificatioDs of that program necessary to meet the special:needS,Of

children.
04

Based on the review of the. hitioeicaT development of the mandates for the
instructional program and_for the specifjc programs of driver-
physical education, ispetjal'education and bilingual education', the following

general conclusions,,are inescapable..



First, the century-old tasks of schooling -- to impart the dis,ciplines and

art of language, science, mathematics, history and the arts -- were set into

Illinois law in the 19th century. Thereafter, the accomplishment of these

tasks was at best taken for granted and at worst ignored in the law.

Indeed, the subjects listed above have virtually disappeared from the

statutes.

On the other hand, beginning late in the 19th century and with hardly a

pause since then,'rllinoiss school system has been required to address a

multitude of tasks other than. those associated with its primary

responsibility. As problems of the moment arose, additional mandates were

adopted to address those problems, such as drug. and alccihol abuse, health

and hygiene, conservation of natural resources,,and consumer behavior.

Increasingly, Illinois' education mandates became more detkiled in their

requirements and split into two general types: one type intended to assure

equality of access to education (special education and bilingual education)

and another' to assure that specific subjects were offered to or required of

all students (for example, physical education, driver education and consumer

education).

Moreover, as some of the mandates were adopted& they took on the character of

barnacles -- once attached, their hold became unbreakable. The very first

instructional program law, enacted in 1845 and long superseded by other

efforts, is still in place:

Throughout this. incremental development of state mandates, there has been no

clear delineation of priorities among the responsibilities assigned to

Illinois' schools. None of the characteristics which one might reasonably

coniider to determine the priority of a topic -- e.g., identification in the

statutes, required for all students, detailed specifications -- are

evidenced with sufficient consistency to determine its relative importance

to the state. For example:

(1) Some programs, such as consumer education, driver education,

physical education, and health education, are required by action of

the General Assembly; other 'aspects of the instructional program,

such as language arts, mathematics and science, are required only

through State Board of Education regulations.

(2) For some programs, such as health education and driver education,

the amount of time which must be spent on such instruction

specified by law or regulation; for other programs, such as math

and science, the amount of time to be spent on such instruction is

left to the discretion of the local district.

(3) Some programs are required of all students, while others must be

provided by the local district but may be taken at the discretion

of the students. Consumer eduation, for exaflple, is required of

all Illinois high school students, while mathematics is not.

4



The resulting body. of law and regulation is:neither consistent nor

equitable. For example:

(1). Specific class size limitations have ,been set for special education

programs, and there is a. teacher-pupil ratio for transitional

bilingual education programs. However, there are no regulations

regarding class size or teacher-pupil ratio far other students in

the elementary and secondary schools, whether they are for

above-average, average or below-average achievers.

(2) School districts have authority ',to place children in an appropriate

program. However, bilingual program regulations give the parent an

absolute right to withdraw their child from a bilingual program..

The objection of 'the parent of a handicapped child to special

education placement can be overruled through the due process system.

(3) Only children' who are identified as handicapped must be prOvided

with an individualized educational plan.

Mandates tend to
1
be applied indiscriminately in that all students may be

reqt4ired to take a subject or all school districts required to offer a

subject regardless of individual or local district circumstances which might

merit a dif-Went approach. Many 'of the instructional program mandates

specify the amount of time which must.be spent on the topic. --for example,

six hours of behind -the -wheel driver training, nine weeks or the equivalent

of consumer eduCation, three years of high school language ,arts -- yet make

no provisions for students who need either more or less time in which to

achieve the desired learning.

The special education and bilingual education mandates are designed to

provide equal .educational opportunity: they ensure access and a means by

which handicapped children and children with 1 imited-Engl ish-proficiency may

achieve the primary purposes of the schools.' However, neither of these

mandates may be considered as fully consistent with the state's

responsibility for ensuring equal educational opportunity or specific

outcomes.

(1) Neither of these mandates emphasize the instructional outcomes

expected as a result of the required services.

(2) Since the Illinois law mandating bilingual education applies only

to circumstances in which twenty children of the same language

background are in the same attendance center, the mandate does not

ensure that all children with 1 imited-Engl ish-proficiency who need

special assistance do in fact receive that assistance.

(3) There are at least four sets of special, education classification's

in use, reducing whatever value such categories may have for

providing services, administration, communication, funding and

teacher certification. Moreover, each of these systems contains

classifications whose definition is unclear, so that a student who

receives special education services in one district may not'be

eligibile for such services elsewhere.

16
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(4) The concept of "related services" is not clear,. producing conflict`

among parents, school personnel and other agencies regarding the

extent% of the schools' responsibilities.

(5) The concept of "least restrictive environment" has become

identified with the concept of "mains't'reaming ", producing confusion

regarding the criteria for determining apprcipriate placement.

Perhaps most critically, Illinois' mandates are short.on statements of

purpose (What is the intended outcome?) and long on statements of method

(What must be included in the content, how much time must be spent, and the

methodology). The state has not clearly identified what it expects students

to knovvand be able to do as a consequence of their elementary and secondary

school ing.

Effectiv_e state policy and adequate public information depend on the state's

ability to accurately assess the degree to which its goals for education are

being met. However, Illinois does not now have a systematic procedure fort

securing and reporting comprehensive information about the extent to which

elementary and secondary-students are benefiting from their schooling. In

,1978, a bill was proposed in the Illinois General Assembly which would have

mandated minimal competency testing in Illinois, as it had been mandated in

more than thirty other states. A subsequent study of testing and assessment

in Illinois conducted by the State Board/of Edutation resulted in the

following:

Determination by the Board that a mandate which placed upon

children the onus for proving what they, had learned without

similarly placing upbn schools some responsibility for what they

had taught, was flawed.

DeveloOment of a Board policy supporting, in lieu of minimal

competency testing, required locally-determined assessinent programs

which had as their basic purpose the improvement of instruction

rather than the classification of children.__

When a legislative proposal to require ;such locally-determined assessment

programs did not pass, the Board implemented, its-,pdi,ition through a variety

of activities designed to encourage local estriets to voluntarily develop

assessment programs. The one overall measure wIrich exists, the. Illinois

Inventory of Educational Progress, a statewide assessment program which

periodically tests a representative sample of Illi-nois fourth, eighth and

eleventh graders, is not designed to provide either student achievement

information in all subject areas or,(in most instances, comparative"

"information over time. It herefore has limited utility for either state or

`local policy makers.
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Given these general itations, the mandates considered in this study must be
judged on the whole as unfair to school districts; unfair to matey children,
and inconsistent with the state's constitutional commitment to the
"educational development of all persons to the limits of their capacities"
and its responsibility to provide for "high quality public educational
institytions and services." sDespite the best intentions of the state, its
mandates serve to stultify creativity at the local level in schools where it
could exist to high degree, while not assuring that appropriate state
controls exist on schools where high purpose and commitment are lacking..
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RECOMMENDATIONS

There is a certain irony in the realization that the American belief in and
commitment to schooling may have been the major reason why the schools Were
given additional responsibilities which in turn, by their sheer volume,
acted to diminish the schools' focus on fundamental priorities and,
conseqUently, resulted in:an erosion of public confidence. Irony
notwithstanding, the fact that the resources available to support the
schools are diminishing and that the knowledge base to be transmitted to
Students is expanding exponentially make it imperative that the basic
purposeS of schooTing be defined in a more limited and focused manner than
is presently the case.

Recent legislative developments in Illinois demonstrate that legislators and,
other state goverhment leaders are sensitive to the conflicts.and other
problems created by pervasi4e mandatet. For example, the current and former
governors of Illinois (as well as legislative commissions) have addressed
the problem of mandates. In\ 1981 , the State Mandates Act Was enacted. The

two major components of this law adress the state's obligation to support a
portion of the excess costs of new state mandates and to-provide for a
critical and regular analysis of existing and proposed mandates,
respectively. In addition, the Administrative Procedures Act, adopted in-
1975, addresses in part the obligation and, commitment of the state to reduce
unnecessary state regulation.

The State Board of Education's unprededented review of the collective effect
of state mandates in education has produted and-will continue to produce

opportunttiet to address the general problems discutted above and the
specific problems.presented in the five mandate studies to date. The staff
believes that these opportuniti4s can be met by Board adoption of the
recommendations'presented in this report... 1

The recommendations are presented in siX parts. The first part presents the
General Recommendations which have emerged from the synthesis of findings
and conclusions from the long-range planning seminars and the Phase I

mandates studies. This is followed by five sections Alich provide, for each
of the topics studied, a discussion of the testimony and other staff
activities in relatiOn to the Preliminary Recommendations and a set of Final
Recommendations.



General Recommendations

The State Board of Education should:

1. Adopt' the following statement as a draft working definition of, schooling:

Schooling is a formal process which has as its primary purpose the
systematic transmission of knowedte and culture, whereby children
learn in areas fundamental to their continuing development.

These fundamehtal areas of learning are the language arts,
mathematics, sciences, social sciences (history, government,
geography and economics), the fine arts, and physical development
and heal th.

v
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Al though school s have a shared interest with other agencies and
institutions in the education of chil dren and youth, these shared,

'responsibilities, as important as they may be, are subordinate to
the primary purpose of schooling.

This draft statement should be broadly disseminated for public commept
prior to final action on the proposed instructional mandates (see 1 -
"Instructional Program Mandates - Final Recommendations", which foil_ wst.

2. Initiate the development of information which would prbvide guidance' to
local district boards and communities regarding the characteristics of
excellent 'schools. This information should be developed in cooperation
with appropriate organizations and indivttauals, should be completed
within a year of the Board's final action79n these recommendations and
should be widely disseminated in a fort which would allow local
communities to assess the characteristics ofJtheir own schools.

The Board should al so initiate ln examination of the feasibility of
developing in Illinois a test wirich could be used at the option of
local school districts to assess the extent to which they are meeting
self-identified standards of excellence.

3. Endorse the following topics as priorities for further staff study:

Early Childhood. Education - While there are numerous reasons for further
investigation of the potential benefits of pre-kindergarten education
for handicapped and non-English speaking chfldren, a study should
include potential benefits, as well as any disadvantages, of
pre-kindergarten education for all children. The study would be
conducted with the intent of discerning, whether any benefits of early
childhood education would be sufficient to cause the state to' either
-support or require the provision of such,services.
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Student Categorisation - The focus of this study would be to investigate ,

The extent to which tormal categorization' of students serves as

barrier to student access to the full spectrum of local education

program's. The categories would include vocatiOnal; gifted, and

-
limited-English-proficient students as.well. as the several categories of

handicapped students. The intent of the study would be to determine

ways iri which schools could recognize and alleviate any barriers that

may be found to exist.

A corollary intent would be to ,determine the extent to which

categorization results in differentiated treatment of students which can

not be justified on educational grounds. .

State's Role in Education - The focus of this' study should be to define

the state's role in establishing mandates and standards of,excellence to

be achievedby the schools. The study should include the development of

a set of regulatory and other principles which specify a philosophy of

governance and its underlying assumptions, and also criteria which can

be used to review the state's actions. This study would'be completed in

conjunction with Phase III of the overall Board study of mandates.
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Instructional Program Mandates
Final Recommendations

Introduction
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In September 1982 the Plapning and Policy Committee of the State Board of

Education formally received a report entit;ed "Instructional Program
Mandates: A Preliminary'Report." This report addressed all of the
instructional program mandates found in Chapter IV of the State. Board's.
basic regulatory publication, The Illinois Pro ram for Evaluation,

Su ervision and Reco ition o c oo s, to at o udalT6RDOcument #1

= , ylt t the exception .o river e uc t on an' p ys ca e ucat on.

Three public hearings regarding this report were conducted by the Planning
and Policy Committee, on October 1, October 27, and November 19, 1982.

Additionally, much testimony was submitted to the committee-by mail. A
preliminary summary and analysis of the public commentary, was provided by
the staff on November 18 and a complete summary and analysis was submitted
to the committee on December 8, 1982.

In,addition, staff and committee members met with representatives of the
State Boards Student Advisory Council, several educational organizations,

local school districts and community groups.

Thidreport presents final recommendations on the Instructional Program

mandates. These final recommendations are based on a review of the
conclusionsand alternative courses of action available to the Board, which

were presented in the original report as Recommendation A and Recommendation

B, in the light of one question:. Did the public testimony and other
information regarding the report made available since September 1982 warrant
substantive changes in the conclusions and recommendations?

Summary Analysis

AC Conclusions The summarized conclusions of the Instructional Program
mandates report were provided on pages 68-69 of that report:

This study has demonstrated to us that an assessment of
instructional mandates was long overdue in Illinois. It is

apparent that the zeal of educational reformers and interest groups
and the ebb and flow of social problems in our society have
combined over the years to create.a collection of requirements
which lack consistency, are often arbitrary and do not clearly
communicate their purposeS. Once in law or regulation they were
seldom removed and, as a consequnce, as new Mandates were added and
older ones expanded, it became virtually impossible to discern the
relative priority the state was placing upon them.
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ItIt is he staff's conviction that the cprrent situation is unfair

to school districts, 'unfair to many chilfdreu, and inconsistent with

the state's consititutional responsibility it provide "high

quality" education. The state has; despite its best intentions,
failed to communicate what it sees as its compelling interests in

this area. By not doing so, it has pursued a method of mandating
which surely stultifie4 creativity at the local level in schools
where it could exist to a high degree, while not assuring that
appropriate state eontrols exist on schools where high purpote and
coninitment are lacking. i

Much of the testimony` did support-these conclusions. However, a number

of subject area advocates differed with these perceptions, arguing that
in the absence of the present method' of mandating -- specific courses,
time allocations and teacher qualifications -- the desired instruction
would not be provided.

These arguments, in the staff's view, overlooked one,_of the major issues

.
raised in the instructional mandate report -- namely, that merely
requiring that a subject be taught does rwt ensure.either,_that learning .

occurs or that it, is consistent with the assumed (but in mosj cases-
unstated) outcomes. Given that schooling is, the means by which learning, '

is facilitated;. given that accountability must be determined on the
basis of this 'principal purpose; and given, that there is no single
manner in which schools can best structure' the learning experiences o
students, the staff believes that the cOnclusions presented in the
preliminary report were and are valid. Therefore, changes in the
general conclusions of the mandate study .do not appear warranted.

B. Recommendations

The Preliminary report provided two alternative recommendations. As

summarized on page'70:

.Recommendation A, which .calls for relatively quick action,
addresSes modification of the present set of mandates.. It would

result in the removal' of all time Alotments because 'of ,their
obvious inconsistency with allowing flexibility for individual
student programming; the re-drafting of the science, U.S.
history/social sciences, language arts, mathematics and arts
requirements, incorporating outcome statements which would include.
those implicit in the safety education, health education and
consumer education laws, among others; and the intensification of
assessment efforts at the state level with .a goal of assuring with
reasonable certainty that the state's interests in these"areas are
being served.



Recommendation B, in contrast, calls for a complete restrpcturing
of the instructional mandates statutes in a form which reflects the

,results of the Board's activity in defining the basic purposes of

schools. This approach would result in significant changes in the

nature of state statutes, the-Board's role in educational
leadership and local school district responsibilities in
assessment.., This activity would be .longer-term, and in our
judgment its acceptability as a concept should be tested through a
legislative initiativedirecting the State Board to complete work

on it by a4 date certain.
b

The following summary of the testimony provided regarding these
alternatives was included in the December 8 State Board meeting packet:

A number of respondents did not speak to either of the 'preliminary

staff recommendations. Among those who did, the opinions were so
varied as to defy quantification. Several respondents, including

one local school board, could not support either recommendation.
Some could support both recommendations, but preferred one. or the

other. Some cou14l support only one of the two recommendations, but
the same reasons were given for either choice (e.g., both A and R

were perceived asp providing the most local control.) Ultimately,

the expressed preferences seemed to be relatively equal or balanced

between the recommendations.

The overalj impressions gained by staff on the basis of these

initial reponses to the preliminary recommendations were:

. 1'. The general direction of the recommendations was supported,

although subject area advocates wanted their 'respective
subjects named in the recommendations and administrators had

reservation about specific aspects of the recommendations.

2. When one recommendation was preferred, it was most often based

on perceptions of self-ihterest e.g., which provideethe
most, local .control, which seemed to assure that a desired
mandate would be Maintained.

3. There was some tendency to support both recommendations in

combination, with recommenditionA providing an immediate but
admittedly, partial solution, to be followed by the development
of a complete systemHas )proposed in recommendation B.

, Several aspects of the testimony had rele4ance for making changes in the

preliminary. recommendations. One was°the number of questions raised

about the intent in implementation'ofrecommended actions. In the

aggregate, these,questions suggested the reed for greater clarity and

detail in the recommendations and the final:recommendations have been

revised accordingly. However, there,vere a number of questions which

are,more appropriatelypswered,witilin the context of this, discussion.
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(1) Why shouldrift.the state's mandates speCily the Xype-anCardpUtit4of..

instruction which each student shouiliffOve't

Although the reasonableness of .establishing broadly-defined':

instructional outcomes has beenMdely:Acknowledged, an equal

expectation has been that thete:Cutcome statements should be

supplemented by Specific reqUirepients (e0., all students shall

take three years of mathematics). which would supposedly ensure that

the desired knowledge.and skilIS are achieved. This expdctation is

certainly underStandabledt;skce:the requirement of specific courses

has been the major methodW State regulation for over,a century.

Moreover, the nationwiNe:Cohcern for establishing higher standards

has resulted in a recent flurry of actions by state legiSlatures

And staff education agencies. to expand such requirements.

JloWever, it is the premise of this report .and its recoMmendations,

that requirementS of this:tyPeare inconsistent with the state's

goal of ensuring; the educational development of all persons to the

limits of their capacities and of providing high quality

educational institutions. in fact, such requirements tend to work

against.the state's goals injhat the requirements:

(a) Imply that the requiredtime is the appropriate amount of

instruction in a given 4r,;

(b) not acknowledge indiVidual differences among students,

implying that all students need the same amount ofAcstrUction;

//(c) Tend to lock schools-into an instructional pattern which

reflects mandated courses, thereby reducing their

:opportunities for responding to local circumstance and student

differences; and,

,

.Can be,assessed only in relation to the presence.. or absence of.:,

the required instructional program.and not in relation to its

result.

The proposed alternative to state-required courses would (1)

emphasize what the state beTieves children should know and be able

to do as a consequence of their schooling. (2) alloW school

distritts to establish their own objectives and programs consistent

with these outcomes, and (3) hold local dis6icts accountable for

regularly assessing the eXtent to which the outcomes have been

achieved. This'approach has several advantages:

(a) It provides a clearly-defined set of expectations regarding

student learning;

(b) School districts can pursue a variety of locally-developed

means for achieving those objectives; and

(c) The major objective of the schooling process can be assessed.

25



What-implications ctq these recommendations have for.tRe planning of
theiTnstructional pr(4.'ata3.

One of the-perceiyed advantages of the.propoted oul.come statements ,

is that they would.OroVide goals toward whicWthe-instrUctional
experiences of students, would be directed. Achievement of theSe

,

thatgoals would require that instructional experiences.be organized in
such a way as tO'enSbre.that-all related areas are addressed and.-
that they are presented, in..5,!ich a 44ay"that.they enable.the.stutent
to move toward appropriate outcomes The instructional orOgram'and.
system of -assessment would be required to address the full K-q:
continuum. In practicethis.wduld mean that each'distriCt,'
providing secondary schools would be held responsible for
cooperative planning with feeder. elementary schools
integrated plan.

3. How are the proposed recommendations different from Minimal
Competency. Testing?'

First, taken by itself; minimal Competency testing carries, no
negatiye connotation. Good orograMs, whether at the classroom or
,school level, have always carried with them reasonable prior
expectations of,success. These expectations have Iteen most often

expressed in acceptable levels of performance of one type or
another. Alo,.it must be pointed out that the .State Board of
Education did not take a position in opposition to minimal
competency testing. It took a poSit4on in opposition to a
state-level minimal competency test and also Yp'posed any system of
testing which was not.part of an overall assessment system, which

had as its prima?), purpOse both the measureMent of student
achievement and the iMproveliFE of instructional programs to'affect
student'achievement.

With'that as background', it should be said that what a sctig01
diStrict .de-velog.s.Jasa consequence of these. recommendations could,

in part, be,a dinimal competency testing program. However, by

itself, such a program would not be sufficient. It would, of
necessity,'have to be a part of an overall,asseSsment program
designed to make appropriate instructional adjustments to achieve
desired outcomes.

4. What assistance .could be Provided to assist. local idistricts.in
implementing these recommendations?

The State BOiard of Education could provide d variety of-technical
assistance to districts in the development of objectives and an
assessment system. Among the types of such'assistance which might
be'possible.are:'
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a. Standards for district student assessment systems could be

identified and made available to all loCal districts.' These
would be an elaboration of the previously published Standards

and Criteria for Selecting StandardizediTests.

b) State Board staff could provide written documents and

Workshops on various approaches, to the development of

assessment systems which are identified as "good practice".

These could include case study analysis by subject areas and

grade level and additional reports at the general level such

as the previously published Six Alternative Approaches to

Assessment.

c) State Board staff'could provide technical' assistance i'fl the

areas of test development, item selection, scoring and

analysis.

d) State Board staff could encourage the use of local school

district personnel who have technical, expertise and experience
so that their knowledge may be shared among districts.

0n-site technical assistance by State Board staff could
include help in setting local standards based on.local
objectives.

The second aspect of the testimony which hid relevance for the
recommendations was that which supported certain priorities among the

areas of learning. The evidence'of the testimony was persuasive that
the state's interests give,priority to certain areas of learning. The

recommendations in this 'paper have incorporated those priorities.

The third aspect of the testimony which had relev.ance to the final

recommendation was the concern expressed about timing. Many of those

who supported "Recommendation A" did so on the basis of the need of

'local districts for immediate relief from time constraints, course
requirements, etc- However, during the period for public commentary it
became increasingly evident that to give proper consideration to the
development of outcome statements, and to do so in a way that would

involve the citizens of the state, it would be improper to seek quick

action, as suggested,, in "Recommendation A.' Therefore, these final

recommendations provide only one recommendation, a modified
"Recommendation B.



C. Final Recommendations. Regarding Illinois' Instructional,.Program Mandates

The State Board of Education should:

1.. ,Direct the State Superintendent to develop anak recommend to the
Board clearly-stated, broadly-defined, and relativelytimeless
statements of what students must at least knowand be abld to, do as
a consequence of their schooling.

The statements shotild be developed with the assistance of a
representative ad hoc task force..

b, Consistent with the proposed working definition of schooling,
the statements should be developed for the following areas of
learning:

(1) Language Arts

(2) Mathematics

(3) Sciences

(4) Social Sciences (history, government, geography,
economics)

(5) The Fine Arts

(6) Physical Development and Health

, Pursuant to action on the State Superintendents recommended
outcome statements and not, later than Jonuary 1 ,, 1985, seek
legislation which would dO the following:"

1

a. Replace existing inilipuctional program mandates with the
recommended outcome statements; .

b. Req4ire that local school districts:

(1) Develop specific objectives consistent with the
statutory koutcome statements; policies, procedures
and instructional programs des)gned to achieve these
objectives; and a comprehensive assessment system
which will determine the extent to which students
are achieiiing the desired outcomes.

(2) Submit the objectives,,.instructional program
description, and assessment system to the State

Board of Education foi- approval' as consistent-wi,th
the statutory outcome statements and with accepted
educational and asSesfrment practices.

A.

za
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(3) Report periodically to the State Board of Education

regarding the results of the local assessment and
the ways in which the diStrict is using theSe
'results to modify the instructional program and
otherwise improve student learning.

c. Require that the State Board of Education provide assistance,
and technical support to local .school, districts as' they
develop-the required objectives, instructional programs and
assessment systems. :

.

3. -Pursuant to the adoption of-this legislation and consistent with its
statutory authority' to establish standards. for' the curriculum, direct,
that the State Superintendent develop regulations which would identify
the instructional areas to be made available to all students' who need
and desire to take them in order to ilevelOp educationally to the limits
of their capacities.

0288j
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION MANDATE./

'Final Recommendations

The Planning and Policy. Committee of the State Board of Education
formally received the staff report Ph sical. Education Mandates: A

Preliminary Report in February 1982. rc , a. pu c

hearing was-held in Springfield regarding this report. A summary

of the testimony, the media comments, and a survey of regional ,and

school district superintendents was, presented to the Board in

November 1982.

Final recommendations . concerning the physical education mandates

are.incl.uded in this report. These recommendations are'based upon
the testimony presented, and further study by staff in the light of

one question:

Did the public testimony regarding the Prelimi-
nary Report provide information that warrants
substantive changes in the Report's conclusions
and recommendations?

Summary Analyiis
pN

The following statements summarize the findings and conclusions

reached as a result of the study. Each is, followed by a commentary

on the public testimony and any other information related to the

statement.

1. The present monitoring-and prog.ram evaluation practices do nqt-

1, .4.afford an accurate description of the elementary and secondary'.

lkhysical education programs -inf Illinois? but there is
substantial agreement that the mandate is not being fully
implemented in many schools.

The testimony did not question this conclusion. The degree of
compliance varies within the state but practically all agreed

that the mandate is not being fully implemented as outlined in

the statutes and State Board of Education regulations.

If the mandate were fully implemented and all students in the,

staff were involved in daily physical eduCatibn programi.,

there would be a substantial increase in' terms of financial

resources needed to''support physical education programs and an

increase in the amount of time students would spend in'
physical education activities.

The testimony did not question this conclusion.. However, it

shoul d be noted that those who supported the present mandate

felt that these increases were more than juStified in, terms 'Of

the perceived. benefits.
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3. There- is evidence in the professional literature that physical

exercise contributes to physical fitness, well-being and good
health. However-, staff was not able to find evidence that
conclusively linked school programs to physical fitness
improvement; neither did the evidence eliminate the
p,ossibil ity of such a 1 ink.

A considerable amount'of the testimony pointed out the
relationship between physical exercise and physical fitness to
good health and well-being. The testimony reinforced the
staff belief that such a relationship does exist. Studies
linking physical education programs to improved physical,
fitness were not identified.

4. The statutory language (Section 27-7 of The Sclfaiil Code a
Illinois) lists desirable outcomes for physical education, that

are extremely broad in scope. The aims specified in the
statute far exceed the capability, if not the desirability, of
a physical education curriculum to meet them. In practice, it
appears that programs focus on physical exercise, movement,
and individual and group sports activities.

Testimony was not condlUsive regarding this finding. Some
felt that an exempl any physical education. program. should, and
in fact indicated that many do, focus*on.more than physical
fitness. There is insufficient data regarding .course
content However, the staff conclusion regarding..the
inaOpropriatenesviof the breadth of the. outcomes appears valid.,

Illinois has a.very stringent mandate in comparison to other
States.

Ill inois is the only state which speCifically requires daily
instruction for students in grades K through 12. According to

a' survey conducted in.1981., 35 of the 46 responding states
require physical education at the elementary level, 38,at the
junior high school level, and 46 atthe secondary level.'
time. devoted to physical education in thivarious states
varied greatly.

This is the mostcurrent'information available and is
an update from what is quoted in' the Preliminary Report.

6. The physical education time requirements.,for students are
significantly disproportionate to the total

time .available, particularly in uppe
of
secondary

grades. Jr

Some of the testimony in support of the current mandate
acknowledged that the mandate would require a student to spend
up to 20% cif the available instructional time in physical
education but did not feel that thiT was a disproportionate
share of that time.

(
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7. There is no recognition nor is there latitude for recognition

of the diversity among districts or among students in a::
district for physical education program needs.

The lestiMony .and further study did not question this
statement.

Much of the testimony focused on the desirability of physical
education and that was an issue that the report did not address
Instead; the report focused on the' question ,of whether there was a ,-
state interest of such a compelling nature. that districts should be
'required to provide, an.d'all ..students required to take, course in,
physical,education with,state. prescribed course outcomes, :frequency
of instruction, and time allocations: The report concluded that,
there was sufficientstate interest in'a physically fit and healthy
'citizenry to focus on the physical fitness of students but that
local districts should have flexibility to determine how that goal
is reached within broad stategui.delihes.. Testimony did not
support a enge to this conclusion

Most of the testimony raised issues or .provided information, that
staff had considered in ."the development of the.Preliminary Report.
The testimony seemed to.underscore the statement on page 3 sof the
Report:

One characteristic of mateetalS relating-to the yal
physical education in school curricula is that the weight of
evidence,is far more subjective than'Objective., Both data and

. testimony. tend to Stem' more, from perceived Values than from
quanti fiabl e rel ationshi ptIbetween programs and results .

.Objective data simply does not eixist or atleast cannot be
located. A witness's recommendations that a' study be conducted on
the effectiveness' of physical education has considerable merit but
the scope, of such a study is 'beyond the capability of a state

[II. Retommendations

Since the physical education report was issued, the preliminary
report on the instructional program mandates has been issued. In
light of the recommendations contained in that report, the physical
education recommendations have been .revised. Physical .education is
an instructional program;, al though'it eCcUpies a unique position in
the instructional progilm; beouse o.its, Concern with psychomotor
development, it should be considered separately only if there is a
specific reason to do so. This was the premise from whiCh staff
worked in:revising the recommendations.

In essence, the final recommendations have two purposes at hand.
The first is to provide immeillate relief to local= districts and
students in terms of the dispfroportionateresources and time
required to meet the terms of the Current mandates.
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The second is to assure that physical education, as an integral
'component of a comprehensive instructional program; be included in

the final recommendations of the instructional program mandates
study. The final recommendations, therefore, withdraw* several of
the preliminary recommendations, and instead provide that physical
education be treated as other major instruction areas in terms of
prescribed outcomes and reasonable processes for determining
Andividual'achievement and knowledge, through locally determined
program offerings.

ff

The following are the final recommendations.regarding physical .

education. -

1. -The State Bdard of. Educatiomshould support legislation to
immediately evise the present physicaleducation mandate to
reflect the lowing:

- that physical, education be required fOr aIlttudents. in
.grades. K710;-

that districts be required to offer elective' phySical
. education programs at grades 11-12;

that the allocation of course time, and frequency of the
course be determined locally but in .keeping with the .-

current statutory language "...compatible with the
optimum growth and development needs of individuals at
the various age levels" (Code 27-6).

That the State's interest in itudents attaining and -.

maintaining physical fitness be addressed through the
i recommendations made in the Instructional Program mandates
study. ,

114

*Preliminary recommendations withdrawn are those that addressed .
discontinuing waiver.si, allowing replacement of physical education with'
related activities outside the'school,currimilumi,and identifying an ad hoc
committee to identify physical 'fitness needs, assessment procedures and
curricular activities. These major considerations will be addressed through

revised final Recommendation 2.
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DRIVER EDUCATION MANDATES
Final Recommendations.tit .:.f:
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In February 1982 the Planning and Policy CoMmittee of the. State Board of .
Education formally received a document titled "Driver Education Mandates: A

Preliminary Report." In March 1982 the Planning and Policy Committee
cohducted a public hearing'on this report.. A summary of the extensive and
well 'prepared testimony,,presented at the hearing was released in Novetrber
1982. Further, the Preliminary Report and the testimony at the public'
hearing were the subject of articles and' editorials in media throughout
Illinois.
This paper presents fihal reco rmmelcktiorfs on the Driver. Education Mandate s.
The final.recommendations are based upon a review of the conclusions and
rationale contained in' the \Preliminary -Report in the light of one question:

°3 Did the public testimony and\other information on the Preliminary Report
made available since March 1982 include information that warrants
substantive changes in its conclusions and 'recommendations?

II. Summary Analysis

Below are seven under-scored statements which sunmarize the conclusions and
rationale presented in the Preliminary Report. -Each is followed by A. "

kommentary on the public testimony and other information bearing on the
Preliminary Report with particular reference to the question cited above..

1. Research on the safety effects of driver education has failed to
produce conclusive positive results. This ,conclusion is supported by
state, national, and international research going back to 1957.

Testimony received on this issue includes:1'a list of references and a
bibliography containing a wide variktyof. titles' covering aspects of driver
education (e.g., opinion surveys and curriculum.evaluation studies) and
broader instructional 4ubjects (e.g., works of BIoom and Popham on
instructional objectives:). Staff reviewed the research'- materials pertinent
to this particular topic and determined that they contained no evidence to
warrant ctianging the conclusion given above.

Many of the studies and articles cited in the testimony had been-studied by
staff prior to releasing the Preliminary Report and-in ,several instances
were also di'scussed in, that report.



28 A' pertinent example, and one about which more recent information has become
available, is the De Kalb County, Georgia Safe Performance Curriculum* study,
sponsored by the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration. In August
1982 preliminary resultsof the ,study were made public. On August 19,1982
The Pantagraph of Bl'oomington, Illinois published an article on the study
from which the following' infOrMatiOn is taken.

Driver education courses do not reduce the number of traffic accidents
involving young motorists, according to preliminary results of a study
presented to a group of highway safety educators.

'Drivers education did not impact on the accident rate of young
drivers,' said Jack Weaver, president and project' director ,of the study
conducted by Safe Performance Associates of Atlanta.

The $5.95 million study conducted in DeKalb County., Ga., - where
teenagers can obtain drivers licenses.safter they,turn 16 without any,

edriver education requirements - was funded, by the National ,Hightiay
Traffic Safety Administration, the state of Georgia' and the CoUpty,

It tracked 18,000 high school students, with more than 13,000 receiving
driver 1 icenses. ,

One -group of students 'took' an extensiye I Safe Performance Curriculum'? .

course% tWeaver said The second group took' an abbreviated course, the
Pre-Driver Licensing ;Course,;which .taught only, basic, driver tasks. The
control -groupihad no drifters education.

The frequency; of accidents among students who had the extensive course
.was'.38, meaning that the, number of accidents equaled slightly more'
than a sthird the number of students in that group.

That was almost exactly the same,frequency as those in the control
group who had no driver education training. Those in the abbreviated
course group had an accident frequency of .37.

'Neither the SPC or PDL, drivers ed program reduced the accident
frequency rate of young drivers,' .Weaver toldsthe association Members.

Thetse results are consistent with the conclusion cited in the Preliminary
Report and above.

2. There is no evidence that not havin? the program will significantly
affect.the level of traffic safety in Illinois.

The Safe Performance-Curriculum calls' for 35 hours of.claSsroom`'
instrUctign, and 17 hours of simulation ',* and 17, hours of off-street driving
and 3 hours 677n-street driving. In shoR the,total program time is
MI led (from 36 hOurs to 72 hours) and' the ratio of classroom to practfce
time is also_dratticalltit.changed frbm 5:1 to .95:1.' final rqpoi-t
(including.data on costs )- is noVexpected until the spring of 1983.'



Testimony on,this point included assertions to the contrary. An example is
the assertion that because of its, driver education program Illinois has a
better safety record than other states. Another example is the assertion

't that a recent year-to-year increase in Connecticut's, automobile accident
fatality_ rate is the result of that state's elimination crf itsstate, &lye;
education mandate. Staff has reviewed the evidence offered Any support of
these assertions and determined that it does not provide a sufficient
basis for asserting that not having the program`will significantly affect .

the level of,teaffic safety in Illinots.

yIt is*not possible to-say with confidence how the present program
be improved in order to have a significant positive- etfect.ort trattic
safety..

e.;

Testimony on this point included tic recommendations to increase, the
standards for personnel incr se s te regulatory activities"; increase '
parent involvement, and expand the e of a particular curriculum. The
testimony is consistent with the dri er education literaturein that it 4ias
included similar as well as other reconmendations. However, ,itis not '
evident that such changes'would improve the program with respect to traffic
safety. Indeed, as reported aboVe, (the Del(alb County Project); a massive
curriculum revision-including doubling the total- instructibnal time from the
typical 36 hours to 72 hours - has so far produced no Significant safety-
effect between students in that program and students,who received no formal',
training.

4. The present personnel certification restrictions should be made more
flexible in the public and private sectors.

This recommendation appears to have been, on the basis of the' testimony,
frequently misconstrued. The Preliminary Report (recommendation number 3,
page 19) said "Amend the statutory provision concerning personnel
certification requirementS: to proii de al ternati ye (emphasis added)._
professional training programs for registration of those who wish
driver education instruction in a pub ic or private setting. "' -"

This recommendation is derived from the "...existing and unchallenge
alternative standards in other states" (Preliminary Report, page 15).` No .

evidence has been presentpd to demonstrate that implementing alternative
professional training pregrams will reduce the quality of service provided..
by driVer, education program personnel.

I

The 'program (cl assroom and behind-the-wheel ) shoul d be demanklatgd. and
takin the program should not be a condition of early licensing:

Reactions ,in opposition to these points included other reasons for retaining
tbe,mandate, e.g,..conioron senset,and that all.'-should be educated.to do
safely what many will be doing anyway. This major recommendation was.. made
in the preliminary report based upon the study activities and the lad of
evidence relatingedriver education to highway safety. While substantial -

,testimony was offered in 'opposftion to thp. recommendation, no conclusive
evidence linking the prOgram results to the state's compelling interest irf-

'highway,tafety was presented.' Staff: concludes that the reasons offered do
not warrant retention of the..state's _driver education mandate.
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. Districts who voluntarily offer the program should receive appropriate

state aid.

7. The Governor should be asked to form an interagency commission to
investigate effective traffic safety measures and to recommend

'allocation of state funds by .a date certain.

Very little public comment was received on these points. Regarding the
first; thereis:Verrwidespread support for a continuing state role to
support program- costs - whether or not the program is mandated, It sbould
be noted, however, that the possibility of fully supporting the program`
through user fees -'with appropriate safe-guards for the economically
disadvantaged-haS been considered by .staff and merits continued review.,'

1 ifiTsstimony on the interagency comm ssion ,inclUde spec c recommendations
to the organizations which. should represented. This is a-matter which
need not be resolved at this time and thus the recommendation should be
taken under advisement.

, .

III. .Concl usiOns and '.Recommerfdatiorts

Did the-public testimony and other data related to thePreliminary Report
made available since March 1082 include information. that warrants
substantive ,changes in its 'conclusions and recommendations?

4

The Preliminary Report'has been the subject of extensive, varied and
frequently thoughtful public, comment both in support of and in opposition to
its conclusions and recommendations. Based on a careful review of the
testimony, staff concludes that the first five Preliminary Recommendations'
should remain as on stated.

However, the Planning and Policy Committee's discussion of the public
testimony and the staff report included a point which does warrant revision
of -the last preliminary recommendation concerning funding.

as

The point raised was the need to' increase the focus Cif state attention and
resources, on reducing insofar as possible the incidence of death and.inTiFy

, on Illinois roads. As noted in the report "There is unquestionably a
comp&fl i rig state interest -in promoting traffic safety." Identification of
"traffic 'safety measures proven to redute traffic accidents" and
recommending "alloCations of State' funds among such programs":.:are
important means' to increasing traffic safety In Ill inois.

For these reafons the latt two preliminary= recommendations have been merged
and the final sentence of the,merged recommendation has been *altered to make
clear. that State funding for voluntary local Driver Education programs shall
be made during. the interim required to receive and act upon the
recommendations of the interagency commission. Thus, the interagency,
commission will :be certain, that the State' Ward of Education intends thatthat

disposition of the DriVer Education Fundresources be included in its
del iberation and recommended allocationroof State funds to improve traffic
safety.

The final recommendations on the Driver Education Mandate are as fellows.



71,

It is recommended that the-State Board of Education support legislation to

-1.- Repeal the State requirement for classroom and Behind-the-Wheel
training in the public secondary school curriculum:

Amend the early licensing provisions of the statuteS.Ito provide
-that such licensing shall be,available to-those who are at least 16
years old and who have demonstrated.such knowledge and skills as
the Secretary of State may deem necessary.

3. Amend the statutory prOvision concerning. Perionriel certification'
requirements to provide al-ternative professional training programs
for registration. of individuals who wish to provide driver
education instruction in a public or private setting. (Amend' the statutes to authorize eligible school districts to
provide a comprehensive driver education program directly or
indirectly through contract, which contract, may include provision
.,of public facilities; and,lo offer the program in thesel
circumstances during any period of the year and to all beginning
drivers.

5. Amend the statutes to provide that the `Secretary of. State shall
have, the sole responsibility of licensing and sulier4.1sion as it,
relates to all commercial driver training schools,N

finally,; it is .recommended that:
,

The State Board of Education request that the Governor establish an
interagency commission charged to investigate the relative costs and
effects of traffic safety measures proven to reduce traffic accf dents;
to recommend allocations of State funds among such programs 'and to

report by a date certain. Any local district that chooses to continue
offering Driver Educa,tion shall in the interim continue to receive
appropriate State funding.

31
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BILINGUAL EDUCATION MANDATE

FINAL RECOMMENDATIONS . .

I. Introduction

The Planning and Policy Committee ,of,the State Board of Education
formally received the "Bilingual Education Mandate: A ,PreliminarY

Report" in May, 1982. Public hearings were conducted on this report
during. September and October, 1982. An analysis of this testimony was
released during November 1982. (- s.

This paper Cohtains th6'final recommendations on, the Bilingual,-
.Education mandate. 'These,final recommendations- resulted when the=
conclusions and findings of the preliminary report were examined in
light'of the question:. Did the.public testimony, other information and'!
new research made available since May 1982, provide information, hich
could support substantive changes.in the'prefiminary conclusions and
recommendations? ,

II. Summary Analysis

The folloviing summarizes the conclusions of the preliminay report.
Eachtstatement is followed by a brief discussion of public ,

testimony and other relevant information provided as a result of the
pu lic hearings.

1. The State has a compelling interest in mandating that transitional
services be made available to all students with limited abilities,
in the English language.

Testimony received on this conclusion did-not contai
specific information or'research sources which cou
staff. Although some Rf the testimony contained o
_careful review of the tetimony related to this subs
evidence to support changing the conclusion.

ferences to
be analyzed by
osin' viewpoints; a

id not provide,

The teaching of the history and'culture of e native land of
students' parents should not be a require nt of the faw.

Testimony on-this,subject contained references to articles and: research
reports covering various aspects of culture, self-concept and

.motivation (e).-g., Seidner and Seidner, 1982 --Gonzalez, 1982 - Hepner,
1970 1982 - lroike, 1978). lestimony acknowledged` that the
intentand concern of this part of the law fpcuses on selkconcept and

, that it is important for 'all students to know sand appreciate their
heritage. Where possible to obtain, staff reviewed the articles and
research reports pertaining to the teaching of history and culture of
the native land of students'-parents. According to some research, poor
self-concept affects all aspectSof learning. The-law in question..js

kimarily concerned with language acquisition. Therefore, it'is at
least inconsistent for the State in one law which is relatively narrow
to require the teaching-of, history and culture as a method 'of improving

^ r

self-concept.:



The inconsistency, taken with thedIncOnclusiveness of researgh fiodings
on culture retention related to language transition; provides'no basis
for changing the preliminary recommendation. ,it,is important to note
that the preliminary recommendation did not say that history and
tulture should not be taught.

3. The State has no- compelliriq,interest in requiring a particular
instructional methodology in fhe context of a transitionatlanguage
program.

7 3

Testimonyreceived on this issuer was varied. Those in agreement with
the recommendation pointed to the fact that there are no conclusive, :.
data which would warrant the requirement for the present mandated ,

...

program appr4.40..flowever-, those opposed included references in,their
testimony bp -additional research information (Vorik and Rosier, 1978 -

',Schmidt, 1982 - Waggner.,,, 1981). Staff carefully analy2ed these
reports, a$ wall as others such as the recent Baker and deKanter, 1982
draft.q In summary, it is accurate to state that there are no
conclusive studies which sh& anyone methodology of language
transition to be 'Moreeffettfye than all others under any given_

A circumstances.

The difficulty with the present wandate is that it 'is overly
prescrfptive, and by virtue of its detail. it effectively'preclddes,the
use. of any other 1anguage transition program if,state reimbu'rsement is
to be provided. 'In effect, it-thereby serves as elegislative.
statement that the State's'interest can be met through only one means

-N,of providing language transition to students with limited proficiency
in the Engliib language. Alternative= approaches ve jn fact
distriminated against as far as state fiscal support or legitimate

"recognition is concerned. .

The State recognzes that a .broad spectrum ofeligible, students exist
with varying degreg$ of language abilities. -The. State's interest lies
in all children being provided with special assistance programs in-
meetin6 their language needs and as such each shbuld be provided with
some form of,state'5upport. This particular finding relates directly
to,the recommendation that indicates locally determined alternative
instructional approaches shou.ld be allowed.

However, both.the state and.the local, schools have a second
responsibility to those students, in peed of-languagetransition
programs: That is, to assure that they have continuing opportunities
to benefit from academfiTcontent area instruction at the same time that
transition to the English 'language is being taught. Students whose
dominant language is not English may need to receive academic,lcontent
area instruction in their dominant language for, some period of time in
order to assure that they progrqsS effectively' at their individual
potential Thig responsibility is one that must be-met, and can be met
through appropriate diagnostic and instructional methods determined -

locally in accbrOnce with reasonable state criteria and, as needed,
technical.assistante.

U
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The final recommendations have been modified to Stipulate 'this dual
-responsibility--one of providing for effective and,efficient transition
to the English language,.and one of assuring that there is no
unwarranted interruption of the student's opportunity to continue
learning in the content areas. .

..
. .

4. There is a need on the state level to det rmine through further
study:,

9\

a) How many eligible students are there in attendance centers. )
with less than 20 students of a common language background?

b) Where are they located?

c) Are they receiving other types of services to assist them in
learning English?

st

Is there a possible value of extending language training, to
the eligible early childhood population?

What are the ramificationg'ofihe present legal authority
(14C-4) f6r,parents to withdraw their children from ilingual

-programs?

Testimony recqived regarding the above topics indicated a willingness
Air on the part of higher education personnel to assist in the research,

efforts. Particular emphasis was placed on early childhood as being
the time-to teach language. It is also recognized that if the
recommendations are implemented,there will be no need for 4a, b, and c.

III.. Final Recommendations

The recommendations contained in the preliminary report have been
clarified and several changes have occurred. These final
recommendations are intended to address, the compelling State interest
In transitional language educatiOn and the necessity to .define that
interest.ftterms of effective programs most beneficiatto the
indivi4q41:s,tudeht.

The cutirentmandate should be revised to reflect the following:

1. Allstudents_ with_limited,abilitA in the English language shall
be provided appropriate educational experiences/services directed
to providing for an effective and efficient transition to
Proficient use of -the English language.

2. Locally determined, educational service delivery approaches shall
be allowed which are consistent with the goal of achieving early
and effective transition to the regular school curriculum. Based
on individual student language assessments the local district shall
provide content area instruction in the native.language to the
extent needed to insure that each,itudent can benefit from the
instruction and progress effectively through the school system.



3. Eliminate the requirement thAt history and culture be taughtt byt
include the desirability of such'content in a languageAransition
program.

4. Ekciude any reference to specific methodology of instruction.

5. Provide for local flexibility in assuring participation of parents.
and Community,organizations.

Based upon impieMentation of the above recommendations,.the_State
Board of Education should direct the State. SUperiAtendent,to .sObmit
A time specific plan to' revise the current rules and regulations
governing bilingual education.

.

The State Board of Education should instruct the .Superintendent to
direct staff to conduct further studies on:-

a) - The' .0ossible value of extendfng-language-training to the
eligible early childhood Palation.

.

35

O) The ramifitationS of the current system which _permits parents -f
c-

to.unilaterally withdraw their children from bilingual
4-grograms.

The various approaches used in delivery of services to
children with limited abilities in the English language.

t.
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SPECIAL EDUCATION MANDATES

Final Recommendations

I. iIntroduction _ i

On November 21, 1981., the,Planning and-Policy Committee, State Board of
Education, formally received a staff report, "Special Education Mandates: A
Preliminary Report." The Committee conducted two public hearifigs on the
report: January 27, 1982 in Springfield, and February 10, 1981 in Chicago.
Considerable public comment was received from the public hearings; letters
to Board members, the StatechSuperintendent, and staff; and meetings with

1,

representatives of various groups and gencies. AR analysis of public
comment was presented to the Committee on. November 18, 1982, in Chicago.
Additional research was conducted wher warranted by public comment and
reference is made to those staff reports. -

This paper presents seven final staff recommendations on the special.
,.education mandates. Where the final recommendations differ from those
presented in the preliminary report, the differences are underscored and
explained. The final staff recommendations are based on information
received during the Preliminary study, public comment, and additional staff
research.

II. Recommendations

A. The State Board of Education should adopt the following four principles
to guide and direct its regulatory aativity, in relation to the education
of handicapped.children:

- -

State regulatory activity should recognize, first, that the
interest of secoriT7heUl-sits,parerl.ifors-ionals to Make just and
sound decisions about education for children, third, that the State
has a legitimate interest in protecting childra-Wom either
intentional or unintentional abridgment of that decisionmaking
process.

Regulations should address tip quality and pharacter of the process
by which decisions are made rather than prescribing.the character
of the decisions.

Theft process regulations should be'limited'to certain fundamental
concepts such as nondiscriminatory actions, participants, student
potential, and a remedy for disputes.

Whenever possible, the entity responsible for making decisions
should be directed to develop its own peocedures incorporating the
State's fundamental concerns, as stated above. Once the State has
approved the respective procedures, the State should accept the
decisions resulting from that process, and should review them only
when irresolvable disputes arise at the local level.

'43
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Ex' lanation:. This recommendation specifies 'the philosophy underlying

the a s.sFe-§-ulatory action as applied to, handicapped children. The
additions to this recommendation emphasize the' child's interest as having
paramount importance over' other possibly competing interests. Further, the
fundamental concepts of "nondiscriminatory 'actions" and "student potential"
were added to emphasize that assuring equal educational opportunity and
developing individuals to the fullest of their capacities are in the best
interests of children astwell ,as the state. Last, procedures which are
"best practices" in natuise:should be described. in nOriregulatoOy documentt.

B. The State Board of Education should reaffirm its commitmeht' to the .

general 'goals of special education and to/the provision of a free
appropriate education forall handicapped children in Illinois.
However, its policy statement on special education, adopted February
1978, should be modified. The following components should be uded
in a_ -new policy statement on,special education.

A right-to-education policy for all children, agei 3-21;

Instruction provided at no cost to parents when children are placed
by the local or state education agenty., except where usual or-
normal fees are applicable to all school _children;

Guarantee ofiwocedural .544kguard, due process and
nondisCrimi natoty, assessment;

Individual educatiori plans, with learner outcomes specified in
rms of the-student's tential for each handicapped student;

comprehensive efficient, and flexible personnel sys.it

- - An intensive ant continuing search for handicapped children in
Illinois;

- - Treatment of handicapped children to be the same as that accorded
to non- an icappe c ren e ex ent possible andreasonable;

State education agency supervision of.all education programs for
handicapped children within Illinois; and, A 4

Rights and guarantees appl ied 'to children in private or other
state- funded schools, 'as well as public schools:

Explanation: The need to clarify the definition of "free education" was
reemphasized during the public hearings. The additiopt of "usual or normal
fees, etc." is to ,aid in that clarification. The addition of "learner
outcomes specified" in the Individual Educational Plan makes the same
process available for handicapped students as the nog-handicapped. The
preliminary report on special education mandates emp asized access to
educational programs and services. The preliminary report on the
instructional program mandates emphasized the need to state what the learner
should know and be able to do as a \result of schooling. The inclusion of
specifying learner oqcomes for handicapped, students makes that process
applicable to al 1 schal children.



The preliminary report also recommended that the feasibility of \lowering ,th
required age range served from 3 to 1, or to the point of first .

identification, be examined. This examination was made by staff and
resulted in the reincluson of 3-21 as the ages to be served. For more
informations see D.1 on "Ages Served."

ltThe purpose of addi the component on "equal treatment" was in response to
a predominant though -.received during public testimony that the class of
handicappid dill dren should be treated like any other class of school
children, wherever possible and reasonable. While it is recognized that
there are as many individual differences between children identified as
having a particular handicap as there are individual children, it is also
recognized that equitable treatment and'expectations are directly associated
with nondiscriminatory actions.

( C. .The State Board of Education should advise the U.S. Con ress and
the Illinois General Assembl as to its stu of s eciai educat on man a s
an su sequent rev s on o is ru es an regu at ons n accor ance w its
stady and statement of regulatory principles,. and should advise those bodies
as. -to the impact that any proposed changes in statute or rules and
regulations would have on local districts or the state education agency.

Further, the State Board of Education should direct its staff to take
initiative and exercise leadership to change tederal statute and rules and
regulations in accordance with the. State Board of Education's policy and
regulatory rinci pl es concern n h an di ca ied children. Where si cant

screpancies exis in e era Allan a es an s o icy, s a provide
to the State Board of Education ,documentation of attempts to influence.
zwarfgrir-frierrdtaman a es.

Expl anati on : The preliminary recommendation call ed for a moratorium
through 1984 on establishing any state or federal laws dictating additional
fesponsibilities for special education .on the local or state education
Agencies in order to allow time for revisions in accordance with this
report. The above changes made in ,the preliminary recommendation,
acknowledge that, in the time since the preliminary report was released,
there has already been a significant response from the Illinois Generlal
Assembly. Also, proposed rule changes at the federal level have been
withdrawn until a later date. Therefore,_ the focus of this recommendation
is to direct staff to seek changes in. federal statute and rules and-
regulations that will reflect the State Board of Education's', policy and
regulatory princi pl es _regarding _the education of handicapped children.

D. The State' Board of Education should direct the: State Stiperintendent
to submit a time-specific plan to revise the current statute and rules.and
regulations governing special education as identified below. The revisions
should allow opportunities for district innovation and experimentation. ,f4

1. AGES SERVED. The State's compelling interest in education r wires
establishment of mandatory school attendance between specified ages in order
to provide an appropriate education. Since efficiency is also a principle
4hich reflects a State interest, providing education beyond the normal range
may be viewed as yielding greater efficiency over time.
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However, uptil such _time that thelltnefits of lowering the required age
ran e from 3 to 1 ear, or to the oint of first identificafion are
unequivoca y es a s e., a e ages serve sou rema n as th
Tower and upper age ranges y specific handicapping condition should, be
subjected to efficacy stud es.

Explanation: The preliminary report recommended that the feasibility of
lowering the ages served be examined. 4 a result,, stiff conducted an
extensive review of the effectiveness ofearly intervention programs foi4
handicapped children.

In sum, the research is too inconclusive at this time to support a
mandate to lower the ages served across handicapping conditions. For
additional coment, see staff report "Expanding Services to Birth." It is

recognized that lowering the ages served below three would entail
significant cooperation with other social agencies as well as alternative
systems for delivery of services. These cooperative efforts and alternative
systems should be described and studied as to their efficacy.

2. CATEGORIES. There appear to be many problems with classification of
children as a means for determining who-should be served in special
education. Some categories are not sufficiently precise. There is
disproportionate representation of students among the categories, *Mich
suggests that the assignment of a student is related to social and cultural
factors rather than educational factors.

Further, there are at least four sets of special-education categories used
by the State Board of Education (federal rules, Funding and Child Tracking
System, Certification syste State rules and regulations.). The compelling
state interest served b a ate orization s stem is that of efficieric in

a. nistration, particu ar in ,communica ion, recordi eeping, un ing, and.
teacher certification.

However important administratively the use of categories should not take
precedence over meeting the individual needsof stuclents,r Also, the systems
of categories should at least coincide. Further, the specific eligibility
criteria for Educable Mentally Handicapped, Learning Disabled, Behavioral
Disordered, Speech and Language Impaired, and Educational Handicapped should
be reexamined and made more precise, with considerattn given to eliminating

it the educationally Handicapped category.

Explanation:, The preliminary report recommended that regulations
specifying categories be,eliminated. While research showing _the academic
and psychological effects of labeling and categorizing children was
inconclusive, convincing public testimony as to the potential, negative
implication 9f removing categories at this time prompted the change in this
recommendation. Case studies of Vermont and Massachusetts, where categories
were dropped, demonstrated many of the subsequent administrative problems..
For additional comment, see staff paper on "Categories."

3. 'SUSPENSION AND EXPULSION. Mandates on these concepts were found to be
appropriate. The mandate should be retained as written.
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`Explanation: The law states that a student cannot be suSpended or
etper red for miscOnduct which is related. to -.a handicap': There_ are certainly
numerous handicapped students who are perfectly Capable,gf complying with r,

school rules and 'are, therefOre; subject to possible disciplinary action.
There are too many factors involved to permit a predetermination of
exception as a mandate. The possible sanctions of suspension-and expulsion
warrant a case by case analysis and determination.

4. CONTINUUM OF PROGRAM OPTIONS. The compelling state interest in a
continuum of program options Is -in guaranteeing equal access to 'special
education services for all-h ndicapped children. Therefore, this mandate
stela remain . '

Explanation: The preliminary report recommended, that this mandate
shouid be eliminated since other mechanisms can be used to guarantee an,

appropriate educational placement for individual children.- On reviewing the
testimony, however, the remcval of the .continuum coUl d result in program
inquities at the local district levels. Therefore, to guarantee equal

'access, the recommendation was -revised. .

5.. LEAST .RESTRICTIVE INVIROINENT. Conflicting .eviderice 'exists about the
value of thiS concept. The conflict seems to be related to'lack,:Of clarity.
about the purpose. for this ,mandate. Therefore,. it is.recommended.that thfs
mandate be clarified as.to the predominant criterion to be used in
determining the appropriate'educational environment -- that of academic f(
achievement.

.
.

Explanation::, The preliminary report recommended ..that this mandate.be
removed, primarily -beCa,use it seems to be a redundant mandate, although the
report did not say !that specifically,,'and because the effects of such,..
placements on the educational achievement of some students were sometimes
negative. The intensity of public.testimony concerning that recommendation
warranted 'additional research. In sum, the research showed that there were
inconclusive results regarding the effectiveness' of least restrictive .

:.environment. (See staff report, "Least Restrictive Eftviroriment," for
additional' tonment..) However,' it is...underitood that placement o't special
education children in the least restrictive. environment emerged from a
recogniti that special education children had the same rights as
nonhandic pped children. The arguments for least restrictive environment
were a result of social, moral and civil forces which disavowed the
segregation of handicapped .childreh. -

The-primary-focus-`of -placing -a-students--however, ha's=Lto-be-fn-ter-ms_oVtne
placement which Will enhance the academic achievement of the individual
thil d. Given the individual differences and needs, of students, it is
recognized that placements may differ for similarly "classified" students
and that the appropriate platement is the one determined to have the most'

,potential for increasing academic. achievement. All other consideratiOns
should be,secondary. Therefore', since it is not the intent of the mandate
1.0 Segregate stUdentsbu't to provide an appropriate learning environMeht,.
the mandate should be clarified to better reflect-its emphasis on academic
development of the child.

4
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6. RELATED IDVICES. This concept represents a major extensio of

services traditionally provided by the public schools-, and school officials
report being burdened by costs related to services which are not
instructional. The State lacks criteria for determining.whether the myriad
services are directly related to instruction. Extensive clartfication fs
needed to determine what services should be provided by the public schools.
The development of these criteria should ,receive the highest priority in the
plan for revising the current rules and regulations.

Explanation: The changes made in the above are to emphasize the need to
take specific action as soon as possible.

. 7. SUMER, SCHOOL. Summer school for handicapped students is:not a
mandate, but an IEP- requiring an extended school year has the effedt of a
mandate. There is little evidence to support or reject the. need for summer.
school . Case law does re uire the provisiOn of summer school services for
the profour'diVTR severe an icap e pup if the- tEP so: indicates. .

Sunnier scifoo .s ou ie e ; ose an ca 00 e I or OM a

nee 00.can e cumen '0 1 ev ence o re ression,
, Or u ure a a nmen o se -su c enc . 'ec .c

e ac eve, ur no; Sunnier school

- recou n

nstruction-or en earner ou comes . 0

ghTu7 e e

Explanation:, It,js currently interpreted that if the> IEP . directs the
provision of summer schoOl services-, then an extended school year is to be
provided at no cost to the parents. No specific eligibility criteria are
stated in rules. The change in *this recommendation would specify such
criteria. An extensive review,of research on the effects of summer school
for handicapped children was conducted by staff. The findings indicate a
lack of substantive evidence to support the benefits resulting from summer
school. °See staff report on "Summer School" for additional comment.
Problems included the lack of independent evaluation, inconsistency in
program design--particularly as to the instructional. focus of the program,
and lack of coordination with the regular school year The inclusion on the
IEP of specific instruction oriented learner outcomes to behtechieved in
summer school is in response to some of these problems.

8. FREE EDUCATION. While this concept represents a clearly compellin
state interest, there is much confusion about what constitutes "free
education." Clarification of this issue should include the following
regulatory and statutory changes:

Narrog_the current scope-of-related-services to include_only those
which are directly related to instruction of handicapped pupils.

Define medical services in relation to school age- handicapped
students (i.e., what is evaluation versus what is ongoing,service);

Delineate what fees parents may/must pay (e.g., laboratory fbes,
book fees, copies of records);

Delineate the conditions for providing services for pupils
attending nonpubtir4schools, so that public school districts pay
only for special education and related services directly related to
instruction. .,400
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--, When residential.services are involved, require parents/Public
Aid/Mental Health to pay for room and board, as_appropriate;

-- Require third party,,payors to, pay (e.g. , insurance companies);

-- Define responsibility for residency and enrollment so that the
Illinois State Board of Education is financially responsible only
for .11 1 inciis studenti;.-.

Explanation: The above recommendations clarify the- regulatory and
statutory. changes which should be made to clarify the meaning of "free
education."

9. DISTRICTS. The local school disitrict must remain responsible for
4trvice to,111 its eligible 'special education students., A compelling State

intereest is reflected in this concept and a State statute is necessary to
fix such responsibility. This mandate should remain .as stated.

Explanation: No changes were warranted.

10.7 JOINT AGREEMENTS. Although joint greements serve a valuable
functi n in the efficient delivery of special education services, there is
pote ial for greater effectiveness and efficiency, The following changes
ihou d be made:

Joint agreements shall periodically and regularl unciake an
org za 1orWWWt_ c i mum a rev ew of
tTieir administrativera ve a enier avail 1e servia-a-e.rnier

aste"-1.---din4t es, of an' a' "trative
have

make publ esu s o t o sug:AhLLien e

Joint agreements shall develop a comprehensive plan for low
incidence pupils e.g., deaf/blind, severely. handicapped) in areas
larger than a single joint agreement, in order to prevent
duplication of services (e.g. services for autistic students to be

( delivered across two joint agreements) with consideration given to
providing residential services and deve opirt 1---7igr(F-Tia programs.

-- Joint agreements shall contract for unique or high 'cost support or
related services. (e.g., psychiatric consultations or mobility
specialist) across two or more joint agreements,.

Explanation: These recommendations essentially place the responsibility
for change at, the organizational level, through a self-study,, with topics to
be addressed, rather than considered. Further, the possibility of regional
programs and residential programs are included in these changes; as
recommended by current State Board of Education .pol icy on Education Service
Regions and public testimony, respectively.
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11. ADVISORY BOARDS AND COUNCILS. Public comment and advice from
'parties affected by the State's, actions is certainly consistent with good
democratic practice. The history of s ecial education services inAllinois.
indicates that it is in e 'es in res s o: e a ay.e an
inde enden source o a v ce:. e rrpiwilay oat s e tate

visory Board on the Education o e an icappe

The State Advisory Council on the Education of Handicapped Children performs
a special-and necessary function which is to advise the Stale of service
needs and effectiveness. Accordin ly, the Council should be representative
of 'the consumers of state services an sou provi the State Board and
rgier-Tror with an annual evaluation, from a consumer perspective,of the
7iniaienc any e eCtiveness o e s s act v ties in providing.., special
e uca on services.

Therefore, it is the staff Is! recommendation that new te islation be
tIVEF of stateeve o'e' w c removes rom s vo n' me 'ers resen

agencies; provi es or more Consumer respresentat on; esta s es c earlyy

its advisory role; establishes fts resionsibility for evaluation; 'rovides
fiir an executive director; an prov es su icient un s or it con uc
mee 'n s anden a e in activities consistent with ifs evaluative
a visory responsi 'ties.

Explanation: The preliminary report recommended that the mandate for
advisory boards and councils be, eliminated.. Public comment, however, was
convincing in arguing the need for an independent and representative body
which provides advice to the public, state agencies, the General Assembly,
and the Governor: Currently, however, the Advisory Council is neither
independent nor representative of consumers. Several state agencies have
voting privileges. The State Board of Education is. required to designate an
employee to act as executive seCretary and to furnish' all professional and
clerical activities. The' staff recommendations increase the independence 5f
this important advisory body and clarify its specific duties.

12. CLASS SIZE. The proper ethicational milieu--including the specific
size of special education classes--is best determined by those who are most
familiar with the uniqueness of each child, each teacher , and each school .
Therefore, the class size requirements in their current arbitrary form.are
not appropriate. On the other hand, the State does have..a compelling
,interest in ensuring an appropriate learning 'environment.

In eneral , it is. reco nized that class size for handicapped children must
e sma er an at or,,non an icappe c ren. Further, class size

should not be a barrier to the child defeloping to the maximum of his or her
capacity.

recommended that class size requirements be eliminated from
War' ons :Th-h-ToT di strict en ci s are '-dh-a-riges1 wi

the appropriate --de-EiTilin and dotumeng:tiLiirtIFir
e best interests of the child. SiaaircunTeirtatiorid---
that all parties are' aware OT-theTIEFors.

i reit i

`decision is
EFTrithiaP so
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Explanation: The prel iminaty recommendation was to el iminate class size

regulations since they were- arbitrary and based on unacceptable
assumptions. Not all states have class size regulations; those that do all
have different requirements. Recommendations concerning the .process of
making decisions about appropriate class size should be placed in a "bes,t

-0, practices" handbook for district Lite. (See. staff paper on "Class Size for
the Handicapped.") Public comment called for bath more flexibility in class
size regulations-and concern that such flexibility might be damaging. to a
child's educational program. The above recommendation addresses bcith those
concerns. Seventy-five percent of the deviation requests made to this
agency were for class size. Removing this requirement will also reckice

paperwork.

13. AGE RANGE GROUPINGS. There is a lack of evidence to support the
age range grouping mandate and it is inappropriate in its current format.
However, again, given the State's concern for ensuring the adequacy of the
learning environment, alternative procedural safeguards must be devel oped.

Therefore, the requise-ments specifying age range, should be eliminated from
the rules and regulations. The school district officials are charged with
the res'onsibilit of makin the .a..ro riate dec sion and documentin' that

c sion s n e 'es n -res o e c ., suc 'ocumen on

e inc tide, in e

'Explanation: The preliminary report recommended that this requirement
be removed from the rules and regulations. The courts have been silent on
this issue.. There are no federal regulations on this issue. In Illinois,
there have been no.due process hearings on this issue. Deviation requests'

are based on several criteria for the placement of a handicapped child
within classes. These criteria include such factors as physical size, motor
ability, social and emotional adjustment. Removal of this arbitrary
regulation is recommended. It is' reasonable to aspume that appropriate age
range groupings will be maintained in the absenceJof a mandate. .

Recbmmendations concerning the process of making decisions about. appropriate-
age range within classes should be placed in a "best practices" handbook for
district use.

14. PERSONNEL. The interest of the State in the appropriate ucation
of handicapped children extends to include a guarantee, to the exten
possible, of the qualifications of the personnel who serve them. This
guarantee is met by the requirement that special education personnel meet
certain minimal training standards which are affirmed through_a
certificate. Si Oe this is essential to the provision of special education,
a mandate for qualified personnel, is necessary and must be retained.
However, the mandate for personnel qualifications can, and should provide,
more flexibility.

Specifically, the statute and regulations should be modified as follows: .

Allow bachelor's level 'ersonnel to be em lo ed in Illinois stool
tm er e supervision o a mas r s level

speec an guage erapi s ;

encourage cooperative arrangements between districts and other
or aniza ions en ance the use of relate sercrsorindTT

r-



-- reduce supervisory requirements by not requiring a. supervisor certified'
in each category of special education.

Explanation: Public comment did not warrant modification of this
recommendation. The changes as underscored above were suggested as
strategies in the preliminary report. Currently, supervisors in each
special education, category are required but not warranted.

15. CHILD FIND. The. desirable outcome of child-find activities is the
earliest possible identification of all children eligible for special
education. Since the State 's interest in, identifying theie children.. is
compelling, the child-find mandate is necessary and should be retained in
its present form.

Further, the efforts for child find should be increased at the local level,
articular) at the 3-4 age level. Staff should be dfrected to encourage_

suc oca e or s..m.1,

1

Explanation: Current data suggest that 3 and 4 ,year old children ,,are
not being ident4fied as handicapped and served bytspecial education to the
extent expected..: While: special education child count data indicate 6.96% of
the population aged 3.6' 21 years are identified as handicapped and served
by special education, among 3 and 4 year old children, only 2.5% pre
identified as handicapped and receiving special education services. While
it is possible that 6.96% represents too great a proportion, given imprecise
eligibility requirements, increased child-find efforts, particularly focused
upon 3 and 4 year old children, are still needed.

Parents may need to be reminded that school services for handicapped
children begin at age 3. There is indication that some parents do not
permit their 3 year old handicapped child to receive special education
services; they hope that their child will "grow out" of his or her need for
such services. Parents and school officials have the obligation to consider
the child's welfare to be bf paramount importance; -'

V16. DIAGNOSIS AND EVALUATION. The diagnostic and evaluation prOcess is'
clearly a compelling interest for the State. However, this concept should
be implemented differently, and more simply, while still ensuring that:

(1) the evaluation is appropriate to the nature of the problems leading
to referral and provides sufficient information to understand those
problems and develop'an adequate IEP; and

(2) /once the child has been placed, periodic reviews of the child's
progress occur.

Therefore, it is recommended' that the regulations.and statutes pertainipg to
diagnosis and evaluation, including the multidisciplinary conference, be
maintained but significantly clarified and simplified as indicated above.
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Further, while parental 'permissionishould be required prior to evaluation;
retucal to give- permission should not prohibit district evaluation when it

is in the child's best interest as determined by, due process proceedrrigs

reflected in the-administrative' and possible judicial review.

Explanation: Public comment indicated that -there was general agreemene'

that the mandate for the diagnostic and evaluation process -could be
implemented differently to simplify the process. The additional
recommendation,, as undeescored above, is to provide the district with a

basis for proceeding, in the absence of parental approval, with evaluation
when it is in -the best interest of the child as determined by due process
procedures..

Currently, the parent's refusal to allow evaluation is sufficient to arrest
the process of determinin appropriate educational 'services for a child.
This decision by the parent may be_contested at the local level, but there,
is currently no authority to `permit a state level- ruling. This change would

allow such a ruling, .if appropriate. Such a change is consistent with the
belief that the interest of the child is .of paramount importance. It also

recognizes the need for impartial hearings at all levels. The burden of .

proof remains on the district to demonstrate that evaruation is necessary
for proper,provision of service. The recomendation provides the parent
with the Option'of pursuing a judicial review. Last, in the interest of the

child, al 1 decisions concerning appropriate educational services should. be
contestable by either parents or districts.

17. NONDISCRIMINATORY ASSESSMENT,. Nondiscriminatory assessment is a
principle governing the identification 'and evaluation of a potentially
handicapped child. It requires that the diagnosis of a handicap be neutral
with respect to attributes of the child unrelated to the handicap, such as
the child's language and communication_ patterns, cultural background, or

sex. Identification and evaluation must only be based on the results of

objective and' val id diagnostic devices.

Factors other than race (e.g., family income .or'soeio-economic status) may

be associated with statistical disparities and subsequent placement of

children in special education; but the evidence supports the need for this

.
mandate to be retained and state monitoring for compliance strengthened.
The compliance procedure should definitely address the procedures and
instruments used in assessments as well as the inclusion of sex as an
identifying variable on counts of chil dren.

Explanation:. No change in. the preliminary recommendation was warranted.

18. INDIVIDUALIZED EDUCATION PLAN. While it is clear that tome written

plan for the education to be provided for handicapped children is necessary,

it does not follow that the IEP as currently described is the most effective
means of providing the necessary assurances. A more reasonable approach
would require that a written documettt be prepared that'states clearly the
services to be provided; the reasons for<those services, the process by
which the effectiveness of the total program will ,be terminated, if



.termination is .a reasonable expectation, and the learner Outcomes to be
achieved within 'an a ro Hate -riod of tithe. Also, the ItP snoutore uire
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t e ewes num er _par. pan s neee s eve .opmen an' line. ri es
iFould be chan ed re ardin the develo ntofinitial learner outcome
sfatemen s 1e ac eve ese n a ou comes . s ou nstead be trased
on appropriate testin 'and dian ne s
knowledge; etc.

Therefore, the re 'uirements for an IEP should be modified asidentified
as cons s n w regu e p es "..

Explanation: There were many- public contents matte aboutthe -IEP. None
disputed its overall Usefulness , but' many. argued for simplification of the..
current mandate: The above recomme.ndation sinfplifies the proCess and*.
reinforces the.instructional relationship.

.19.: `PLACEMENT. Since there canbe..nO provision of special 'education '
without placement, it is in the State's interest to Mandate a placement
process. The placement mandate- is. an integral part of the system and
important enough to be -maintained; but not in its present form. Reviied,
streaml ined. regulations concerning_pl acement should be consistent' with the
regulatory princi.ples identified above and the modifications identified for
the IEP.

1C1 or

Ex)lanation: The above changes clarify how the mandate should be
mo di fled:

20. PARENTAL PARTICIPATION. Parental 'participation is a practice under
which decisions,,regarding the evaluation and .determination of an appropriate
education for a child are reached through a process involving active,
participation of parents. 'However, the term "surrogate parent" used, in
current rules and regulations not have a basis in Illinois statutes and
should4te replaced with a carefully drafted-cletinition of the statutory
terms "parent", "guardian", and "advocate".

Therefore, the statute and regulations should be changed to a ro tEE_uia12"a
"&711LIe2.0L.7_,-ent ,"." "guardian," md !ridvoca te. ir

,1 t i

EXplanition: T changes recommended would = reduce ambiguities related
to parental partici .ation. r'

21. DUE PROCESS. An administrative remedy for the resolution of
disputes is both necessary and desirable;' 'it supports the motion of .,

fundamental fairness and provides a means for regulating the. State's
interest in the education of handicapped. children. However', the due proceSt

system currently 'in. place' should be replaced by a procedure with the ...
following characteristics:- .. ''

.... ;,
r;

(1) accessible to all students and/or parents: with the interest-- Ot the
child having paramount importance;

2 !

(2) accessible td' school districts where parents 'ire currently gkien
refusal rights (e.g refusal to consent to an evaluation); ri

'54,
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(3) provide stages which are less formal and closer to the level OA

service;

(4) makes use of rumadm.sarial resources, such as the special

education compliance review staff of the State Board of Education;

for complaints or mediation;

(5) speciffeS the groilkils for seeking resolution at each stage in the

process;

14) encourages the fewest number of participants at a local level

hearing; and

17) limits and specifies the reasons for which ,a hearing'may be

requested.,

Explanation:, The preliminary report recommended a due process procedure

which would reduce the adversarial aspect associated with the procedure.

Public comment supported some modifications, particularly the mediation role

now provided by the state agency staff. The following table shows that the

mediation role was effective in 1982 and that the number of state appeals

has declined dramatically in the last several Years:

Due Process Continuum
;IA"

19821979 1980., 1981

Local Hearings 252 333 277 243

State Appeal s 118 132 143 47*

?''Complaints 209 292 445 253**

Mediation 60

, .

* $formation as' of September 1982
** Information as ofNovember. 1982

An 'analysis orthe *citation process indicates that 85% of the complaints

were resolved at that level. If longitudinal data show similar findings,

consideration should be given to taking action necessary to make the process

mandatory.

The three changes made in the above recommendation further modify t4

adversarial aspects of the due process procedure and were recommended in

public comment.

E., Pursuant to the revised statutes and rules and rulations., the State

Board of Education, should direct the State Superintendent to prepare and.

submit a time-specific monitoring and supervision plan for all special

education services.
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Explanation: A supervision and monitoring plan is a necessary
regulatory component. The above changes are-clarifications of the
preliminary recommendations.

F. Since several State agencies are responsible for providing special
education and related services, the State Board of Education should
request the assistance of the Governor and the Illinois General Assembly

hip the dev6lopment of a system for specifYing the human and fiscal roles
hi

the
of'the various State agencies and for resolving

interagency'conflicts.regarding these responsibilities.

Such a system would need to assyre that handicapped persons have
available free, appropriate instructional and supportive services

'required to meet individual needs regardless of provider. As economic
resources decline, interagency cooperation-becomes more essential, in
special education as well as other areas of human services.

G.

Therefore; the State Board of Education should'direct the State
Superintendent to seek the cooperation and participation of the Governor
and General Assembly in developing a system for interagency cooperation
which guarantees a full spectrum of human services. .

Ex lanation: There has been considerable support for this
recommen a ion. The additional phrase underscored above further
clarifies the intent.

The State Board'of Education shoulA direct the State Superintendent to
evaluate and prioritize the following proposed research and developmint
agenda contained in this report and obtain assistance and collaboration
of the State special education.research community in fulfilling the
agenda, as appropriate.

1. The effect of the IEP on educational programs for children, and the
-relationship of the IEP to academic achievement should be studied.
The possibility of linking the IEP to specific services which
constitute critical monitoring factors should be studied. Further,

he IEP as a potential primary source for reimbursement needs
Pt40.,,Last, the.coniinuation of combining contemporary computer
tethnology with.the IEP to create efficient and effective
development; monitoring, and reimbursing functions at the local and
state level should.be evaluated.

JO

2. Research-based procedures for determining how a related service can
be demonstrably or directly related to instruction areneeded.
Further, there is a need to determine what roles program assistants
serve, since they account for the largest increase in related
services.

3. Evidence is lackingron the benefits accruing to children who "in=
in special education programs past age 19 or after the age of 21.
Also, the continued feasibility of lowering the age range should be
.studied.

5



SUMMARY OF FINAL RECOMMENDATIONS

This section presents the final staff reCOMmandations from each State Board.
of Education mandate study, and the General Recommendations which-include
the Definition of Schooling. In the first section (Immediate Action) are
those recommendations for each study which, Upon adoption by the Board, will
produce immediate legislative proposals or administrative action. In the
second section (Adoption for Future Enactment) are those which, upon Board
adoption, will produce immediate staff activities leading to Future Board
action.

Please note: Each recommendAion which requires passage of legislation for
enactment is identified with an asterisk(*).

Instructional Program Mandates

Immediate Action

Direct the State Superintendent to develop and recommend to the Board
clearly-stated, broadly-defined, and relatively timeless statements of what
students must at least know and be able to do as a consequence of their
schooling.

a. The statements should be developed with the assistance of a
representative ad hoc task force.

b. Consistent with the'proposed working definition of schooling, the
,Statements'should be developed for the following areas of learning:-

(1.) Language Arts

(2) Mathematics

(3) Sciences

(4) Social SCiences (history, government, geography, economics)

(5) The Fine Arts

(6) Physical Development and Health

57
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52 Physical Education

Immediate Action

Revise the present physical education mandate to reflect the 'following:

- that physical education be required for all students in grades K-10;

that districts be required to offer elective physical -education

programs at grades 11 -12;

that the allocation of gorse time and frequerfy of the course be

determined locally but likeeping with the current statutory

language "...compatible with the optimum growth and development

needs of individuals at the various age levels" (Code 27-6).

Driver Education

Immediate Action

Repeal the State requirement for classroom and Behind-the-Wheel training

in the public secondary school curriculum.

Amend the early licensing provisions of thti statutes to provide that

such licensing shall be available to those who are at least 16 years old

and who have demonstrated such knowledge and skills as the Secretary of

State may deem necessary.

Amend the statutory provision concerning personnel certification

requirements to provide alternativ4' professional training programs for

'registration of thosd who wish to provide driver education instruction

in a. public or private setting.

Amend the statutes to authorize eligible school districts to provide a

comprehensive driver education program directly or indirectly through

contract, which contract may include provision of public, facilities; and

to, offer the program in these circumstances during, any period of the

year and to all beginning drivers.

Amend the statutes to provide that the Secretary of State shall have the

sole responsibility of licensing and supervision as it relates to all

commercial driver training schools.
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Bilingual Education

Immediate Action

Revise the current statutes to reflect the following:

All students with limited abilities in the English language shall be
provided appropriate educational experiences/services directed to
providing for an effettive and efficient transition to proficient use of
the English language.

Locally determined, educational service delivery approaches shall be
allowed which are consistent with the goal of achieving early and
effectiVe'transition to the regular school curriculum. Based on

individual student language assessments the local district shall provide
content area instruction in the native language to the extent needed to
insure that each student can benefit from the instruction ,and progress
effectively through the school system.

Eliminate the requirement that history and culture be taught, but
include the desirability of such content in -a language transition
program.

Exclude any reference to specific methodology of instruction.

Provide for local flexibility in assuring participation of parents and
community organizations.

Special Education

Immediate Action

The State Board of Education should adopt the following four principles to
guide and direct its regulatory activity in relation to the education of
handicapped children:

State regulatory.activity should recognize, first, that the
interest of the child is of paramount importance, second, the
desire of local boards, parents, and professionals to make just and
sound decisions about education foe childreft,-third, that the State
has a jegitimate interest in protecting children from either
intentional or unintentional abridgment of that deciionmaking
process.

Regulations should address the quality and character of the process
by whictl decisions are made rather than prescribing the character
of the decisions.

These process regulations should be limited to certain fundamental
concepts such as.nondiscriminatory actions, participants, student
potential , and a remedy for disputes.

Whenever possible, the entity responsible for making decisions
should be directed to develop its own procedures incorporating the
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State's fundamental concerns, as stated above. Once the State has

approved the respective procedures, the State should accept the

decisions resulting from that process, and should review them only

when irresolvable disputes arise at the local level.

The State hoard of Education should advise the U.S..Congress and the

Illinois General Assembly as to its study of special education mandates and

subsequent revision of its rules and regulations in accordance with its

study and statement of regulatory principles, and should advise those-bodies

as to the impact that any proposed changes in statute or rules and

.
regulations would have on local districts or the state education agency.

. Further, the State Board-of Education should direct its staff to take

initiative and exercise leadership to change federal statute and rules and

regulations in accordance with the State Board of Education's policy and

regulatory principles' Concerning handicapped children. ,Where significant

discrepancies exist in federal mandates and state policy, staff will provide

to the State Board of Education documentation of attempts to influence

changes in federal mandates.

* Since several State agencies are responsible for providing special

education and related services, the State Board of Education should

request the assistance of the Governor and the Illinois General Assembly 4;

in the development of a system for specifying the human and fiscal roles

and responsibilities of the various State agencies and for resolving

interagency conflicts regarding these responsibilities.

Such a system would need to-ssure that handicapped persons have

available free, appropriate instructional and supportive services

required to meet individual needs regarldless of provider. As economic

resources decline, interagency cooperation becomes more essential, in

special education as well as other areas of human services.

Therefore, the State Board of Education should direct the State

Superintendent to seek the cooperation and participation of the Governor

and General Assembly in developing a system for interagency cooperation

which gutees a full spectrum of human services.

Instructional Program Mandates

Adoption for Future Enactment

Pursuant to action on the State SUOrintendent's recommended outcome

statements and not later than January 1,1985, seek legislation which would

do the following:

a. Replace existing instructional program mandatds with the

recommended outcome statements

6u



Require that local school _districts:

(1) Develop specific objectives consistent with the statutory,
outcome statements; policies, procedures and
instructional programs designed to achieve these
objectives; and a comprehensive assessment system which
will determine the extent to which students are achieving
the desired outcomes.

Submit the objectives, initructional program description,
and assessment system to the State Board of Education for
approval as consistent with the statutory outcome
statements and with accepted educational and assessment
practices.

(2)

(3)1 Report periodically to the State Board of Education
regarding the results of the local assessment and the
ways in which the district is using these results to
modify the instructional program and otherwise improve
student learning.

c. Require that the State Board of Education provide assistance and

technical support to local school districts as they develop the
required' objectives, instructional programs and assessment systems.

Pursuant to the adoption of this legislation and consistent with its
statutory authority to establish standards for 'the: curriculum, direct that
the State Superintendent develop regulations which would identify the
instructional areas to be made available to all students who need and desire
to take them in order to develop educationally to the limits of their
capacities.

4
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Physical Education Mandate

Adoption for Future Enactment

That the States interest in students attaining and maintaining phySical
fitness be addressed through the recommendations made in the Instructional

Program mandates study.

Driver'Education Mandate

Adoption for Future Enactment

That the State Board of Education request that the Govertnor establish an

interigqncy commission...charged to investigate the relative costs and effects

of traffic safety measures proven to reduce traffic accidents; to recommend

allocations of State funds among' such programs and to report by p date

certain. Any local district that chooses to continue offering Driver
Education shall in the interim continue to receive appropriate State'funding.

Bilingual Education Mandate

Adoption for Future Enactment

Based upon implementation of tile above recommendations,. the. State Board of

Education should direct the State Superintendent to submit a time specific

plan to revise the current rules and regulations governing bilingual

education.

The State Board of Education should instruct the Superintendent to direct

staff to conduct further studies on:

a) The possible value of extending language training to the eligible
early childhood population.

b) The ramifications of the current system which permits parents to
unilaterally withdraw their children from bilingual programs.

c) The various approaches .used in delivery of services to children
with.limited abilities in the' English language.



Special Education Mandates

Adoption for Future Enactment

The State Board of,Education should reaffirm its commitment to the general
goals of special education and to the provision of a free appropriate
education for all handicapped children in Illinois. However, its policy
statement on special education, adopted February 1978, should be modified.
The following components should be included in a new policy statement on
special education.
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A right-to-education policy for all children, ages 3-21;

Instruction provided no 'cost to parents when children are placed by
the local or state education agency, except where usual or normal fees
are applicable to a school children.,

fGuarantee of proce ural safeguard, due proceks, and nondiscriminatory
assessment;

Individual education plans, with learner outcomes specified in terms of
the student's potential, for each handicapped student;

A comprehensive, efficient, and flexible personnel system;

An intensive and continOng, search for handicapped children in Illinois;
z4 ,

Treatment of handicapped 4ildren to be the same as that accorded to
non-handicapped childrert\ the extent possible and reasonable;

-,

ta,tt education agency superyision of all education programs for
icapped children,,within Illinois; and,

and girran tees applied to children in private or ()VV.
schools, as well as public schools.

of Education should direct the State Superintendent to
4) 4.. peci fic plan to revise the current statute and rules and

,erning special education as 'identified below. The
tilki al ow opportunities for district innovation and

41$ on. ) 4

tr i * Adoc-.4., I- -.
mt.

. ',AVED. tate s compelling interest in education requires,

-4*lest lis V.9f ma atory school attendance between specified ages in
orde Vitae an appropriate education. Since efficiencyois also a
principle which reflects a State interest,
the normal rangd may b,e viewed as -yielding

However, until such time that the benefits
range 'from 3 to 1 year,''or to the point of
unequivocally established, the ages served
the lower and upper age ranges by specific
be subjected to efficacy studies.
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providing education beyond
greater efficiency over time.

of lowering the required age
first identification; are
shoul d 'remain as 3-21.. Both
handl cappTrig conditions shbul d
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2. CATEGORIES. There appear to' be many problems with classification of

children as a means for determining who should be served in special

education. Some categories are not sufficiently precise. There is

disproportionate representation of students among the categories, which

suggests that the assignment of a student is related to, social and

cul tural factors rather than. educational factors.

Further, there are at least four sets of special education categories

used by the State Board of Education (federal rules,' Funding and Child

Tracking System, Certification system, State rules and regulations.)

The compelling state interest served by a categorization system is that

of efficiency in administration, particularly in communication,

recordkeeping, funding, and teacher certification.

Hqwever important administratively, the use of categorieS should not

take prgcedence over meeting the individual needs of students. Also,

the systems of categories should at least.Coincide. Further, the

specific eligibility criteria for Eduaable Mentally Handicapped,

Learning Disabled, Behavioral Disordered, Speech and Language Impaired,

, and Educational-Handicapped should bp reexamined and made more precise,

with consideration given to eliminating the Educationally Handicapped

category.

3. SUSPENSION AND EXPULSION. Mandates on these concepts were fotOd to

be appropriate. The mandate should be retained as written, N.

4, CONTINUUM OF PROGRAM. OPTIONS. The compelling state interest in a

continuum of program options is in guaranteeing equal .access to special

education services for all handicapped children. Therefore, this

mandate should remain. 4

5. LEAST RESTRICTIVE ENVIRONMENT. Conflicting evidence exists about

the value of this concept. The conflict seems to be related to lack of

clarity about the purpose for this. mandate. Therefore, it is

recommended that this mandate be clarified as to the predOminant

criterion to be used in determining the appropriate educational

environment -- that of academic achievement.

6.' RELATED SERVICES. This concept represents a major extension of

services t aditionally provided by the public schools, and school

officials, ort being burdened by costs related to services which are

notinstr onal. The State lacks criteria for determining, whether the

my.riad ser s are directly related to instruction'. Extensive

yak clarific io p needed to determine what services should be provided by

e public sc 1 . The development of these criteria should receive

e highest-pr. r ty in the plan for revising the current rules and

egulations.
Tr-ir

W.IMER'SCHOp ,Sunner school for handicapped students is not a

anofatei but an -:requiring an extended school year has the effect of

a mandate. Ther s little evidence to support or reject the need for

miter school. Case law does require the proviiion of summer school

vices for the profoundly and severely handicapped pupil if the IEP so
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indicates. Summer school .should be limited to those handicapped
students for whom a need can be documented by,evidence of regression,
limi,ted recoupment ability, or future attainment of self-sufficiency.
Specific instruction-oriented learner outcomes-to. be achieved during
summer school should be included on the IEP.
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8. FREE EDUCATION. While this concept represents a clearly compelling
state interest, ther is much confusion about what constitutes ?'free
education." Clarifica ion of this issue should include the following
regulatbryand statutory change

Narrow the current scope of related services' tb include only those
which are directly related to instruction of handicapped pupils.

Definejmedical services in relation to school age handicapped
evaluation versus what is ongoing service);

.0

students (i.e., what is

Del ineate whkt, 'feei par
book fees,: caplet of

Delineate the conditi4
attending nonpublzi
only for special,
instruction.

*an:

When residential servides artivinv
Aid/Mental Health to pay .for roof

stAlpay (e .g . , 1 aboratory fees,

ervices ,fort pupil s

publ is school distOicts pay
6 ted servites directly related to

Require third party payori to

veld, require parents/Public
and board, as appropriate;

y (e.9. insurance companies);

Define responsibil i ty: for res ncy and enrollment so that the
Illinois State Board of Education is financially responsible only
for Illinois students.

9. DISTRICTS. The lbcal school district must remain responsible for
service to all icts_ eligible special education students. A com elling
State interest j.s\- reflected in this concept and a State stat is

necessary to fix'such responsibility. This mandate should re ain as

stated.

10. JOINT AGREEMENTS. Although joint agreements serve a valuable
function in/the efficient delivery of special education serv'ces, there'
is potential for greater effectiveness and efficiency.. The following
changes- should be made:

Joint agreements shall periodically and regularly undertake an
organizational self study, which includes at a minimum a review
thei administrative agents, other available. service del ivery

s tems, boundarie , and other organizational and administrative
ssues which have implications for effectiveness and efficiency;,,

make public the r ults of that study:and implement the results.

Joint agreements all develop a. comprehensive plan for low
incidence pupils ( .g. deaf/blind, severely handicapped) in areas

7
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larger than a 'single-joint agreement, in order to prevent _
duplication of services (e.g. services for autistic students to bd.
delivered across two joint agreements) with consideration given to
providing residential services and developing regional programs.

Joint a reements shall contract for unique or qhibott support or'
related rvIces (e.g. psychiatric consultations or mobility
specia st) across two or more joint agreements.

V'

4

11. ADVISORY BOARDS AND.COUNCILS. Public comment and advice from
parties affected by the State's actions is certainly consistent with
good democratic practice. The history of special education services in
Illinois indicates that it is in4the best interests of the State to have
an independent source of advice. The primary advisory board is the ".3

State Advisofy Board on the Education of the Handicapped. ,

#

The State Advisory Council on the Education of Handicapped Children
performs a special and necessary function which is to advise the State
of service needs and effectiveness. Accordingly, the Council should be
representative of the consumers of state services and should provide the
State Board and Governor with an annual evaluation, from a consumer
perspective:of the efficiency and effectiveness of the state's
activities in providing special education services.

Therefore, it is the staff's recommendation that new legislation be
developed which removes from its voting membership, representativesJof
state agencies; provides for more consumer respresentation; establishes
clearly its advisory role; establishes its responsibility for
evaluation; provides for an executive director; and provides sufficient
funds for it to conduct meetings and engage in acttvities'consistent
with its evaluative and advisory responsibilities.

12. CLASS SIZE. fhe proper educational milieu--including the specific
size of special education classes--is best determined by those who are
most familiar with the uniqueness of each chlld, each teacher, and each
school.. Therefore, the class size requiremehts in their current
arbitrary form are not appropriate. On the other hand, the State does
have a compelling interest in ensuring an appropriate learning

environment.

In general; Mel's recognized that class size for handicapped children
I must be smaller than that for nonhandicapped children. Further, class

size should not be a barrier to the child developing to the maximum of
his or her capacity.

Therefore, it is recommended that class size requirements be eliminated
from the rules and regulatiOns. School district officials are charged
with the responsibility of making the appropriate decision and
documenting that their decision is in the best interests of the child.
Such documentation should be .in the IEP so that all parties are aw?re of
the factors.

6 G
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13. ,AGE RANGE GROUPINGS. Thereois a lack.of evidence to- support the
. age range grouping man to and inappropriate in its current
format. However, agatn, given the State's concern for ensuring the
adequacy of the learning \environment, alternative procedural safeguards
must be developed. \

, .

Therefore, the re ,quirement specifying age range should be eliminated
from the rules and regulati ns. The sthool 'district officials are
charged with the responsibi ityo'making the appropriate decision and
documenting that their decision is 16' the. best interests of the child,
such documentation to be included in the IEP.

14: PERSONNEL. The interest of the State in the appropriate education
of handicapped children extends to include a .guarantee, to the extent
possible, of the qualifications of the personnel who serve them. This
guarantee is met by the requirement -.That special education personnel

meet certain ,minimal training. standards which -are affirmed Through a
certificate. Since this is essential to the provision or,Speclal
education, a mandate. for -qualified.-personnel is necessary and must be
retained. However, the mandate for personnel qualifications can and
should provide more flexibility.

Specifically, the statute and regulations shoul d'be modified as- follows:

Allow bachelor's level personnel to be emPloyed .in Ltl inois School.
districts as speech clinicians under the supervision:' of a 'master's
level speech/language therapist;

encourage cooperative arrangements between districts arid' other
organizations to enhance the use of related service personnel;

reduce supervisory requirements by.not requirtn4/a supervisor
certified in each category of special, education.

,15. CHILD FIND. The desirable outcome of child-find activities is the
earl iest possible identification of all children eligible for special
education., gime the State's interest in identifying these children is
Compelling, the child-find mandate is necessary and should be retained
in its present form.

Further, the efforts for child find should be increased at The local
1 evel particularly at the 3-4 age 1 eves . Staff Shoul d directed to
encourage such local efforts

16. DIAGNOSIS AND EVALUATION. The diagnostic and evaluation process is
clearly a compelling interest for the State. However, this concept
should be implemented differently, and More simply, while still ensuring
that:

'(1) the evaluation is appropriate to the nature of the problems leading
to referral and provides sufficient information to understand those
problems and dev4lop an adequate IEP; and

rb
:1" ik-4.144 ,f0
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(2) once the childIiis been Placed, periodib reviews 9f the child's

progrests occur.

Therefore, it is recommended that the regulations and statutes
pertaining to diagnosis .

and eval uationt including the mul tidttniscipl inary

conference, be maintained but significantly clarified Ala plified as

indicated above.

Further, while parental permission should be required prior to
evacuation refusal to give permission shoul d not prohibit district
evaluation when, it is in the child's best interest as .determined= by due
process proceedings reflected 'in the administrative review, local level
hearings, and state level appeals.

17. NONDISCRIMINATORY ASSESSMENT. Nondiscriminatory assessment is a
principld governing the identification and evaluation of a potentially
handicapped child. It requires that the diagnosis of a handicap be
neutral with respect to attributes of the child unrelated to the
handicap, such as the child's language and communication patterns,
.cul tural background, or sex. Identification and evaluation must only be

based .on the results of objective and valid diagnostic-devices.

;

Factorsother than race (e.g., family income or socio-economic status)
may be associated with statistical disparities and subsequent placement
of chil dren in special education, but the evidence supports the need for
this mandate to be retained and state monitoring for compliance
strengthened.. The compliance_ procedure shoul d definitely .addregs the
procedures. and instruments used in assessments as well as the inclusion.
of sex. as an identifying variable on counts of children.,

.
A

18. INDIVIDUALIZED EDUCATION PLAN. While it is clear,that some written
plan for the education to be provided for handicapped children-is .

nvessary, it does' not follow that the IEP as currently described is the
most effective means of providing the necessary assurances. A more

reasonable approach would require that a written docunient be prepared
that states clearly the services to be provided,, the reasons for those
services, the process by which the effectiveneis of-the total program
will be terminated, if telmination is a. reasonable:expectation, and the
learner outcomes to. be achieved within an appropriate .perliort.of time.

Also, the. IEP should require the fewest number of participants needed .
for its development and timelines should be changed regarding the
development of initial learner outcome statements to be achieved. These
initial outcomes.should instead be based on appropriate testing and-
diagnosis to deterMine status bf child's skitills, knowledge, etc.'

d.
.

Therefore, the requirements fpr an IEP should, be modified as i4entified
above And as consistent with regul-story principles identified earlier.

, ,"
'PLACEMENT. Since there can be no proviSlort ofospecial edttion

witii9Ut Placement, it is in the State's. interest to mandate & p cement
process. The placement mandate is an integrat-;part of the system and
important enough to'be maintained, but not in it present fortm.,i

Revised,' streamlined regulations concerning pla nt should be
consistent.With the regulatory principles idertf ed.above and the
modifications identified for the IEP. t.
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20. PARENTAL PARTICIPATION. Parental participation is a practice under
which decisions regarding the evaluation and determination of an
appropriate education for a- child are reached hrough a process
involving-active participation of parents. However, the term "surrogate
parent" used in current rules and-regulations does not have a basis in

statutes and should be replaced with a carefully drafted
definition of the statutory terms !parent", 'guardian", and "advocate".

Therefore, the statute, and regultions should be changed to
appropriately define. "parnt," -Adbardfan," and "advocate."

21. DUE PROCESS. An adiiinistrative remedy 'for the resolUtiOn -of
disputes is both necessary and desiOahle;-At supports thaxotion of
fundamental fairness and 'provides a means =for regulating _the State's
interest in the education Of handicapped ohildren. However, the due
process system currently in pl4te should be teplaced by a procedure with
the following characteristics:

(1) accessible to all students and/or parent, with the interest of the
child having parginount importance;

(2) accessible to school districts where parents are currently given
refusal rights refusal to Consent to an evaluation);

,00
. .(3) provide stages Which are less formal and cl+er to the level of,

service;

(4) makes use of nonadversarial resources, such as the' special
education compliance review staff of the State Board of Education;
for complaints .or mediation;

(5) specifies the grounds for seeking resolution at each" stage in tlie .
. ,

process;

74;

(6) encourages the , fewest number of participants at' loCal level
hearing; and ( ,,,.. ,d-

n

,z)
,

(7) ' limits and specifies the reasons for which a hearing may b.e
requested. 1\V.

Pursuant to the revised statutes and rules and regulations, the State Board
of Education should direct the State Superintendent to prepare and Submit a
time-specific monitoring and supervision plan fdr-all special. education
servi ces .

r
t

--k
, - ,:

State Board of Educatiop, should direct the State Superintendent to1.
ev al:Ate 'and priori tize the following proposed researahland development
'agerida."contained in this report and obtain assistance &id collaboration of
the State special education research community in-,f4y1fill ing that age'nda, as.

kpropV-iate.
P °

6.9
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Thetffect.of.the IEP on educational programs for children, and the

relationship of the IEP to academic achievement:should be studied. The

possibility of linking the IEP to specific services which constitute

critical monitoring factOrS should be studied. Further,- the IEP as a

potential primary source for reimbUrsement needs study. 'Last, the

continuation of combining, contemporary computer teZhnologywith theiEP

to create efficient and effective development, monitoring, and.

reimbursing functions at the local and state level should be evaluated.

2. Research-based procedures for determining bow a relatedservice tan be

demonstrably or directly related to instruction arse -: needed. Further,:s

there is a need to Aetermine what roles program aSsistahts serve, since

they account/for the largett increase i"-related services.

3. Evidence is= king 00 thebenefits accruing to children who remain'in

special edUcat n:pra§rams4007-age 19 or after the age of 21. Also,

the continued -'' asi04740f'14-jwering the e range should be studied.

4. Criter are n d to help in determining ether a. specific act or

pa n,of, ti,av'tor. is directly related to or caused by a handicapping

hese crifeRda would assist in decisions concerning

's4 .cliss401444ryfactions.

Aft-eviJd ce'exists about the accuracy, completeness, or reliability of

c-17' -diagnoi0 and.evaluations. 'A representative study should be .conducted,:

6. DiAgngtic testing and instrument development is in need of validation.

Research is needed todetermint:Why therejis an overremesentation of

black- children.in EMH classes and an overrepresentation of white

children imlearning disabled' classes.

7. A study of the appeals process in Illinois would be useful in
determining the extent to which income, socio-economic status,'01
xural/urban/suburban factors have.an effect on the use of due process by

parents.

. A longttudinalTstUdy should be conducted on a sample of special

education students in order to ascertain.effects of special educatipn.

Also, the extent to which students exit from special education prolFams

needs study.

9. Well-designed studies ;need to, be conducted on the'effects of summer

school and early intervention programs. "These studies should be

designed so as to consider handicAp0 student5.,as,a hetergeneous

population rather than a homogeneWpopulatidn'

i

4 , . t

Consistent with the evision of statutes and rules and regulationi, and With

the State Board of E cation's Oreviously adopted goal for "Simplifying

Reporting Systems,"! e impadt of any new data requirement should be

evaluated by the StateSuperintiendent:,at to the burdfnon school districts

and fate and local use of thatc'datati
. ,
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General Recommendations

Adoption for Future Enactment

Adopt the following statement as a draft working definition of schooling:

Schooling is a formal process which: has as its primary purpose the
systematic transmission of knowledge and culture, whereby children learn
in areas fundamental to their continuing development.

These fundamental arses' of learning are the language arts, mathemati
fences, social sciences (history, government, geography and

innomics), the fine arts, any' ysical development and health. L
Al though schools have a shared interest with 'other: -agencies' and
institutions in the education of children and youth, these shared
responsibilities, as important as they may be, are subordinate,to the
primary purpose of school ing.

This draft statement should be broadly diss'eminated for pub1i comment..
prior to final action on the proposed instructional mandates (see --

"Instructional Program Mandates - Final Recommendations", which fcillows).

.

Initiate the development of :information which would provide guidance' to
local district boards and communities regarding the characteristics of
excellent schools. This information should be developed-in cooperation ligith
appropriate organizat4ns and individuals, should be completed within a 'Aar
of the Board's final on these recommendations and, should-be widely '
disseminated in a formAhich would allow local communities to assess the
characteristics of their own schools.

The Board should al so initiate an examination of the feasibility of
developing in Illinois a test which could be used at the option of local
school districts to assess the extent to which they are meeting
self - identified standards of excellence.

Endorse the following topics as priorities for lurther,!staftp

Earl Childhood Education:- While thereare numercaltkreasons for further
inves ii ga ion o e po ential benefits of pre-kindergarten education
for ha dicapped and non-English speaking cWildren, a study should
include ...teritial benefi ts,1 as well as any disadvantages, of
pre7kinderg n education for all children. The study woul dAie
conducted with e intent of discerning whether any benefits pf early
childhood eduC ion would be sufficient to cause the state to either,
support or --luire provision'of such services.

J

Student Cateinrization - The focus of this study would be to investigate
the extent to which formal categorization ,of students serves as a
barrier to studeRtiraccess,to the full spectrum of local education
programs.. The, categories woul include vocational , gifted, and
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.e

limited-English-pr eificient students as well as the several categories of

handicapped students. The intent of the study. would be to determine,

ways in which schools could recognize and alleviate any barriers that.-

floy be found to exist.

A corollary intent would be to determine the extent to which
categorization results in differentiated treatment of students which can

not be justified on educational grounds.

State's Role in Education - The focus of this study should4;e' to define

the state's role in establishing mandates and standards of excellence to
be achieved by the schOols. The study should include the development of

a set of regulatory and other principles which specify a philosophy of
governance and its underlying assumptions, and also criteria which can

used to review the state's actions. This study would be completed in
canjunction with Phase III of the overall Board study of mandates.

4/
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